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Mrs. B. W. Story, 57 Die
Wednesday aI Lynn Grove

Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon, August

Priority Granted for
Union Bldg.

3 Student

Was Promient In
Church, School,
• Community Work

T. GARVIN CURD
DIES OF HEART
AILMENT JULY 27

Mrs. Gertie Crawford Story, 57,
died at her home in Lynn Grove
Wednesday afternoon at 5:30 after
a prolonged illness.
Mrs. Story, the widow of B. W.
Story who died in 1939, was one
of the most prominent women in
the county. She was loved by a
wide acqaintance of friends and a
Bro. Thomas Garvin Curd, 60,
host of relatives. She had given of
her talents to her community and died at the Mason Memorial Hogher church. She was president of pital Senn-day. He had been in
Homemakers ill health suffering from a heart
County
Calloway
Club several years ago. had served ailment for several years, but his
as president of the Lynn Grove 'condition had been immediately
Homemakers Club, and had been worse fdr a week.
Brother Curd was a member of
president of the Parent-Teachers
organization, even though she had the Union Grbve Church of Christ
daughter where he had held membership
no children, her baby
dying when three years old in 1914. since he was a boy, having been
She was a leader in the Lynn reared in that community. He has
Grove Methodist church where she been minister of several churches in
was a member, serving as president this county and in Henry County,
of the Woman organization, and Tenn. and is widely known, being
had worked with the Red Cross recognized as a devout Christian
and leader in the commepities he
Curing the war.
called home. He and his family
She was widely known for her. resided for the
hastefew years near
generuu.s friendship, love and loy- Hazel.
those
friends
in
and
to
to
her
alty
Funeral serviceiffeere held Monneed of her kindness and help.
day afternoon at
o'clock at the
She wes a member of a promiHazel Church of Christ. Burial
nent family, being the daughter of
was in the Hazel cemetery.
the late Dr. C. N. Crawford and
Survivors in elude his widow,
Mrs. Jennie Wade Crawford who
Mrs. Octa Nix Curd; two sons.
useful
Lynn
lives in the
spent
°Irvin Nix Curd and Freed Mason
Grove community.
Cdrci; a sister. Mrs. C. H. Jackson,
She is survived by a sister. Miss Mayfield. and a brother. J. H.
Marion Crawford. ,ho made her Curd, Hazel.
home with her; brothers. AttorBro. Charlie Sweat and Elder
ney Wade Crawford. C. B Craw- Henry Chunn were in charge of
ford, superintendent of the Mur- the
service.
There
were
27
ray Electric Company. B H Craw- churches represented.
ford, engineer and employee of
Active pallbearers were: Gorden,
the Murray Manufacturing Com- Wave!, John Hardy. and T. S. Curd,
pany,. and Joel Crawford. rural' Martin Solomon. arid Leman Nix.
Honorary pallbearers were: Brat
letter carrier, Lynn Grove.
Funeral services will be held ' L. H. Pogue. Jewel Norman. Robrhursday afternoon at 3:30 in the ert Hart, Neut Moody, James ParLynn Grove Methodist Church with ker Miller. W. E. Morgan, Tilman
the Revs. H. L. Lax, Paducah, C. A. Taylor. E H. Smith. George Long,
•
Higgs, Lynn Grove pastor, and T. Perry Cochran. Oklahoma. E. V.
Lassiter. Alonza Williams. Piducah.
Crabtree.
the
Salem
pastor
F.
of
and Percy Jones and Melton Papp.
ihurch in charge.

Was Minister of
Church of Christ;
60 Years of Age

o

•

Burial will be in the Goshen
cemetery.
Active pallbearers are: Gordon
Crouch, Clifford Miller, Harold
Douglas. Guy Rudd, Carl Lockhart,
Nix Harris; honorer -Kent Miller,
Earl Douglas, F
Pogue. Jim
Sims, Harold Wh
Dr. C. H.
Jones.

Queen of Kentucky
Lake ..

Flower attendants are: Mesdames
Harley Williams, Gordon Crouch,
Kent ?Allier, Clifton Key. Luck
Burt, Lucian Ridings, Fleetwood
Crouch.
Carl
Lockhart,
Bun
Swann. Fred Pogue, James Sims.
Clifford Miller. Earl Douglas.
R. 1. COOPER RETURNS
TO WORK HERE
R. L. Cooper. discharged from
the service March 15. after 25
- months service in the CBI Theater
with the Medical Department of
the 110th General Holpital, has re•
turned to Murray and his pre-war
job -sanitary inspector of Calloway County.
Mr. Cooper, a graduate of MurMiss Charlotte Owen
ray State, plans to enroll in the
If the title "Queen of Kentucky
▪
graduate scho.e ef Murray State Lake" were to be bestowed upon
this fall.
any one of the thousands of sports
enthusiasts who daily flock to the
blue waters of that inland "sea".
ne one would deserve it more than
Miss Charlotte Owen. . vivacious
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Leland
Owen of Murray.
Miss Owen received the A B. degree from Murray State College in
- Loyce Dick. 48. son of the late 1941 with a major in English and
Porter Dick and M1rs. Dick, WU minors in French and commerce.
found dead on the streets in De- An expert swimmer, she can fish,
troit about 2:30 o'cleck Tuesday surf-ride, or pilot a speed-boat
morning. July 23 It is presumed with the best of them. Since early
that the death was caused by a childhood 'she has participated in
street car running over his body, all forms of water sports.

Loyce Dick, 44,
Suffers Accidental
Death In Detroit

and is thought to be accidental.
The body was returned to this
MISS MARTHA TAYLOR
county for' burial services. He was RECOVERS FROM ILLNESS
born and reared in the South Howe,
ard community of this county. I
Miss Martha Taylor is home
and had a large number of friends with her parents. Mr and Mrs
and relatives who were grieved to
Floyd Taylor, route 4. Miss Taylearn of the tragedy. He was high- lor has been in Herman Keifer
ly respected, and had lived in De- Hospital. Detroit, Mich.. for the
troit for several years.
past 28 months, and is completely
Funeral services were conducted recovered from a case of tuberat .....eleech
Grove
Presbyterian culosis.
church Saturday afternoon. The
Rev. C. W. Lawrenee condducted
the servires.
LOCALS BOYS ATTEND
Besides his mother, he is surKUTTAWA CAMP
'
vived by three sisters. Mrs. Frank
]
Clark, of this county. Mrs. Bernice
The following boys attended a
McPherson, Detroit, and Mrs. New- church camp at Kuttawa July 8-13.
First
man Garner of this county, and a representing the
Baptist
brother', Ruble Dick of Detroit.
church:
Pallbearers were: oPrter flute.
Billie Joe Parker, James Mason
lien Purdorre Leland Miller, Roble Churchill, William Thomas Parker,
McPherson, Coleman Arnett, and Hal Shipley, Charlie Mare. LeRoy
Polly, and Buddy Buckingham,
Jake Richardspn.

The First Baptist Church of
Murray has been granted a priority
to purchase material for construction of a Baptist Student Union
Center near the campus of Murray
State Teachers College, according
to an announcement from pastor
Rev. Braxton B. Sawyer. The pastor states that money is now in
hand, and a committee has been
appointed to supervise the construction of the building and work
is to be begun immediately.
A special service is planned for
Sunday afternoon, August 4, when
the ground will be broken on the
vacant lot near the Library building at the college. J. Chester Durham. student secretary for Kentucky Baptists will be present for
the occasion and all former presidents of the Baptist Student Union
on Murray College campus have
been invited. The service will be
conducted at 4:00 o'clock p.m.
This Sunday will also mark the
second anniversary of Rev. Sawyer
as pastor of the First Baptist
Church.
•

MRS. CARL ROSS
DIES OF HEART
ATTACK FRIDAY
Former Resident
Of The Kirksey
Community Is 62
Mrs. Inez Bourland Ross, 62,
wife of Carl Ross, died unexpectedly of a heart attack Friday night
at her home in Columbia. Tenn.
She was mown to have been suffering from a heart ailment, but
her condition was not considered
serious.
She and Mr. Rots are natives of
this county, having been born and
✓eared in Kirksey. They have rejected in Columbia. Tenn. for the
past 32 years where Mr. Ross is
cashier of the Middle Tennessee
Bank
Mrs. Ross was a popular resident
of the town, being active in church
and community interests, and numbered her friends by her acquaintance
Besides her husband, she is survived by two daughters, Mrs.
Leese Webster. Columbia; and
Mrs. Isobell Woodruff, Nashville.
Tenn ; and a son. Attorney James
Ross. who resides at the home
there; sisters, Mts. Jim Dulaney,
Bourland.
Mary
Miss
Murray.
Dodson.
Mrs.
Sam
Nashville,
Hampshire, Term, and seven grandchildren.
.
Mrs Ross was a member of the
First Methodist Church, Columbia,
where the funeral services were
afternoon.
Sund ay
conducted
Burial was in the city cemetery.
Relatives from this county who
attended the funeral were: Mason
Ross. W. A. Rose Mr. and Mrs.
Brown Ross, Mrs.. C. L. Ross and
-Mrs. Jim Dulaney.

MAX HURT NAMED
NATIONAL TREAS.
WOW INSURANCE/

Rural Schools To
Begin August 19;
Eight New Buses

1496

TWO
SECTIONS

One, 6 Pages

Standard Printing Co.
120-230 5 First St
Zone 2

STOPS AT EXPIRATION DATE

31

Calloway County Horse Show Promises
Two Nights Entertainment August 5-6

Calloway rural high and elementary schools will open August 19,'
according to a statement made by
•
Prentice Lassiter. superintendent.
. Schools opening on the abovel
date are Kirksey, Almo. Lynn
terove. Hazel. New Concord. and
the elementary school at Faxon.
The board of eepcation will meet
According to the reports give:
of McKenzie, Tenn. Dan. owned
August 5, Mr. Lassiter stated.
by 011ie Brown of Murray. is a
Mr. Lassiter purchased eight by local officials, the following
favorite among the Calloway ennew buses for use in the rural cases came before the city court
tries.
schools this fall. They were pur- this week:
Grove McAnelly, Herman G. FarCommittee Chairmen
chased in Oak Ridge, Tenn, last
ley. and Herman Foster, colored,
Committee chairmen and officials
week
The
Horse
Show
is
the
talk
of
were each fined $13e5 for being
Van Valentine.
ushers;
the county, according to reports include
drunk.
from various committees who are Preston Ordway. finances: Max
Miss Myra Bagwell
Odie Blanton, colored, was fined
Hurt, announcer: Orville Simmons,
From MHS
$28.65 for having intoxicating li- working overtime these last few ringmaster; Audrey Simmons. prodays making ready for the twoquor in his
for the pur_Miss Myra Bagwell, member. of pose of sale.possession
night event scheduled for Mon- gram; Jack Sharborough, ring and
His place was raidand Tuesday. August 5-6, in Cutch- trophy; Thomas Banks, stable: E.
the faculty of Murray High School
ed July 30 by Chief of Police Burin Stadium. Murray State College. B. Royston. ticket; Max Hurt, pubfor a number of years, has resigned man Parker.
policemaen F. M. PerThe show starts each night prompt- licity: and Roy Stewart, conAnd will teach in the Chattanooga. due and Jewell
Hackett, Deputy
cessions.
'term., city school system this fall. Sheriff, Charlie Marr. Blanton ly if 8 o'clock. Jim Moore, head
Other Entries
football coach, Murray State Colaccording to reliable information. plead guilty.
Entries in the Calloway Pleaslege, is chairman of the event that
)
.,41SS Bagwell has taught English.
is being sponsored by the retail ure Class, Monday night. are:
Sreinish and French here, and is
Lucky Lady, owned and ridden
merchants and individuals of the
gensidered one of the most poputown and county. Prize money by Richard Gholson: Bess, owned
lar teachers in the school- system
totaling $1460 will be awarded the by George Hart: John Bolen, ownin Murray.
ed and ridden by Paschall West:
Winning entries.
Mrs. A. M. Welfson has been
Dan, owned by 011ie Brown, and
IRTC. Ft. McClellan, Ala.-EdThis is the fifth annual horse
elected to teach languages in Min ward M. Shroat has recently been
ridden by Miss Ann Brown; Lady
show to be given in Murray. Each
Hagweles place.
Bell. owned by Gene Wells. rid15Ftiirtoted
to Staff Sergeant in show
improves over the previous
den by Fred Wells; Peggy, Oniel,
Company "D", 29th Battalion of
ones, and the coming show promMax le. Hurt was appointed naowned by Walter Miller and ridhe Infantry Replacement Training
ises to be the tops.
tional treasurer of Woodmen of the
den by Jackie Miller; Dicke owned
Center, Ft. McClellan. Ala.
Calloway Horses Entered
World Life Insurance Society July
and ridden by Lawton Alexander.
,Shroat entered the Army in
More than a dozen Calloway
30 by Farrar Ntwberry, president
Class 19. Tuesday night, shows
June 1945 upon graduating from
horses have entered in the lo- the following entries:
of the Society and the Board of
Murray High School, Murray. Ky.,
Directors .according to a release
Adair. owned by John Prince and
where he received honorable men- cal pleasure class. High society
Plans are being made by Pros-'
from the head office in Omaha,
tion. All State football for 194$ horses from adjoining states have ridden -by Craig Riddle, Jr. Princeton
entered.
Holland,
Trophies
recreational
director and 1944.
to be given ton: By Request, owned by the
Neb, on that date. The present assets of this society are approxi- of the city park, to hold a City
Sgt. Shroat's parents, Mr. and away are on display in the win- Kimbel Stables, ridden..by Paul
dow at Corn -Austin's Store.
Tennis Tournament within the
Raines, Cape Girardeau, Mo.: Black
mately $156.000.000.00.
Mrs. Jeff D. Shroat reside at 503
An additional class, "the jump- Marvel, owned by the Cumbernext two weeks if enough interest
Elm street. Murray.
Mr. Hurt, a native of Calloway
er class", has been placed on the land Stables, ridden by Charles
is shown by entries.
County, and exkutive secretary
program. Miss. Ann Brown, rid- McLin; John Bowlin. owned and
Mr. Holland said this morning
of the Chamber of Commerce, has
ing Den, will probably be the ridden by Paschall West, Murray.
that whether a tournament would
been connected with the WOW
only entry from this county in
be held 'would depend upon the
Walking Horse Stake, Tuesday
organization for several years. He
that event. There are three jump- night. includes:
response of entrants by 6 p. m. Satserved as (erector of the society
!
ers
from
Jackson, Tenn, registered
urelay.
Women's
singles
and
Rambler, owned and ridden by
since 1942, hes served as national,
to give Miss Brown competition in Dr.
doubles and
men's elnicles
and
Ralph
Blazier, Princeton;
sentry and national watchman, and
the jumper class. Miss Brown won Truck A Long, owned and ridden
eeeibles matches will be held, Mr.
since January 1945. has served as
first place in this division last year by Bob
Holland said.
Overstreet,
Paducah:
a national auditor.
Box Seats Selling Fast
To complete the bracket drawing
Queenella. owned and ridden by
Before becoming executive.tee-. ler quickly, aw_postable. all interBox seats are going fast, accord- W. E.,,,Johruion, Murray.
retary of - the Chamber of Crrrrtis "am. plafeiing to Gingles Wallis, head Of
;
-should contact 'Mr.
Refreshments on Sale
merce. Mr. Hurt was assistant poste Holland not later than Saturday
seat committee. Numbers of
The concession committee commaster. He has also been a teach- afternoon at 6 o'clock.
persons are arranging special par- posed of Roy Stewart; T. Sledd.
er in the county and Graves county
ties for the event ,and have bought Hilton and Gene Hughes, promises
A goodly number of picnickers
soon after he was graduated from are using the City Park facilitiei
whole boxes, six seats, on the all the eats arid drinks that are on
Murray State College. He is one daily Mr Holland stated today.
Calloway Circuit Court will open ringside. Out-of-town visitors are the market for the occasion When
He
of the leading farmers of the coun- also said that 12 chain swings had ,Monday, Aug. 5. and will
continue scheduled to attend the show that asked if they would have hamty, owning and operating the 600 been shipped and that they would for a two week's
term. According annually draws horse loving fans burgers and hot dogs and bottle
acre farm which is his birthplace replace the temporary rope swings to the records there
drinks, they gave an assuring nod.
are several tia.this town.
at Kirksey. He is a director of the now being used.
Children at Reduced Rates
new cases set for hearing at this
Tents Going Up
Bank of Murray. and chairman
"Childree
will be admitted at
Large tents for the horses will be
term. The case of Dellon Thornof the board of 'stewards and lie
ton who is charged by the Com- reduced rites." the entry chairman going up this week end and may
leader. Metehodist church.
monwealth with manslaughter in said today. The show will be be seen before Monday night, acintervies
Mr. Hurt, in a special
connection with the death of Ed started each evening at 8 p.m. in cording to the stable committee,
Wednesday, stated that his nee
Thomas Banks, Gingles Wallis, Bill
Hollend. is set for the fourth day. the college stadium.
duties will not require domicile II
Among the outstanding entries Swann. and Graves Hendon.
which is August le
Omaha. and that he would cote
Tickets on-Sale
New cases filed for trial in this to date, according to Moore. is
Gillis Wilson, 40, died in Maytinue his residence in Murray; and
Tickets are now on•sale at. all
burry Sanatarium, Detroit, July term of court since last week are: June Pride, in the "Open Pleasfor the time being, -would carry on
Geneva Adams Travis vs Louis ure" class, owned by Lawton Rush Murray drugstores, according to E.
26 after an illness of three years.
his duties in connection salth the
B. Howton, in charge of ticket
His body arrived at the J. H. Travis; Milburn Stamps vs Esther
Commerce.
Chamber of
sales.
ELECTION SATURDAY!
Churchill Funeral Rome Monday Stamps: Joyce Lawrence, CommitMr. Hurt, in the past three years, afterhoon and remained there un- tee for Wayne Lawrence, vs.
Other Entries,
•
has traveled into most of the 44 til the funeral Tuesday afternoon. Wayne Lawrence: Eddie Lee Riley
Entries from th
, Plain View
Saturday is election day Bestates in which the society operates
Stables, owned by Thomas Banks,
cause there is no local person
The services were conducted by vs Joe Rob Beak; Fleet' M. Robmakcamps,
many
and has .visited
are: Midnight Cocktail. Marjorie
making the race for office,
the Rev. J. If Thurman at Coles ertson vs Lillian I. Robertson.
ing addresses in the interest of the Camp Ground at 2:30. Burial was
Day. Chester Twigg. and Butter
many voters will he inclined to
The common law cases will be
organization..Fly Wonder Girl, a five gaited
sounded Monday. the Commonstay away from the polls. The
in -the church cemetery.,
.
pony that will be shown by Miss
voting places will he open at
Survivors are two daughters, wealth cases; Tuesday, and the
Jackie Sharborough; and General
6 o'clock Saturday morning,
Mrs. Evelyn Outland and Miss equity cases, Wednesday.
MacArthur, owned by D. W. SatTudor Ira D. Smith, Hopkins. and mill close at 4 that afterJoan Wilson. Murray; three sisterfield, Princeton.
Senator the
noon.
ters, Mrs. EIMUS Wilson, Mrs. ville, will preside.
Second. owned by Mitchel Clift of
Douglass Moore, Detroit. and Mrs.
Princeton, has a record of 210 in a
Jesse Byers, Tennessee; five brothtrot.
ers. H. M., Cleaaes. Ronnie, of sDeMiFS Bettie Blake. Paris. Tenn.,
troit; Oury of Mayfield. and Medwill ride Marjorie Day in the
ley of Paducah. There are sevladies' class.
eral nieces and nephews.
S. S. Fergerson, Bloomington.
Pallbearers
were:
La
D.,
J.
D.,
T.
apfor
some
hikes
'price
top of
ond and 2 in the fifth.
Will enter several horses in the
D., and
Doyle
Wilson, Cross
parel granted earlier This week.
Batteries: Hazel_ leraeden and harness show.
Spann, Jr. _aryl Terry Lawrence.
Miller: Legion-West andiHughes.
Also in prospect, according to
Independents It, Lynn Grove I
those who know but who may not
In Thursday nightcap. the imbe. identified. are these other costproved Independents jumped on
of-living increases:
TONIGHT'S GAMES
a faltering Lynn Grove flub and
Ordway Hall vs Lynn Grove
-1. A prree boost of one to two
College Vets vs American Legion laced out a 12-1 v7ctory.
cents a can in price ceilings on
Friday Night, August 2
The Independents scored 2 runs
corn, peas and tomatoes.
American.l..ginn vs Lynn Grove In the first, 6 in the third. 2 in the
2. A possible cent a loaf hike
Independents vs "'Hazel
fifth and 1 in the seventh. Lynn
Neiliern Allen Cathcart, 68. a
for breed, with proportionate inTuesday Night. August 6
Grove's Ione tally came in the weH known and highly esteemed
creases for other bakery products.
Mr. and Mrs Clyde George, of
Independents
Hazel vs.
sixth when C. Bagwell singled to Citizen of the Kirksey community,
3. A jump of eight to 10 cents a Louisville, are the parents of a
Lynn Grove vs American Legion reach first and scored on Riggins' died at his home Friday afternoon
pound for coffee.
baby girl. Jennifer K. born July
•
safe blow.
following "emu illness.
, • •
4. Higher ceilings on several 12 in Louisville. The mother was
TEAM STANDINGS
He was a member of the Church
Batteries: Independents-Faughn
formerly Miss Rosebud Kelley.
kinds of breakfast cereals.
L and Buchanan; Lynn Grove -F. of Christ at Kirksey. Funeral serand
Mrs.
Vcron
Mr.
Ruff
of
St.
On coffee and other canned
1 Pogue and C. Bagwell,
College Vets
7
vices were conducted Saturday
vegetables, preliminary decisions Louis. Mo., are the parents of a Ordway Hail
6
2
afternoon at 2 o'clock at the Mur•
,
Friday
Night,
July
28
already have been made against re- son, Lorry Gray who arrived Julye independents
5
2
ray Church of Christ with Bro. J.
Split Games With Paris
storing the subsidies which were 16 at Ste -Metry;s Hospital. Mrs. Hazel
3
4
Burial
The College Vearane„Anevned an B. Hardeman officiating.
6
suspended July 1 when price con- Ruff is the etermar Virgie Shoe- Lynn Grove
0
alleitar team from -"Paris Friday was in the Elm Grove cemetery.
maker,
daughter
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
trols lapsed.
American Leigon
6
0
Surviving Mr. Cathcart are his
night 6-3 and the second game of
Scott Shoemaker,' of Deter.
•
Without subsidies. OPA is rethe double-header saw the Murray widow, Mrs"---Letitia Cathcart: a
Mr: and ,Mrs. James Puckett,
quired to grant compensating price
Friday night, August 2, will see Independents 'losing 11-8 to the daughter, Mrs. 011a Mae Colley,
Farmington, .Route 2. a daughter,
increases to producers and supKansas City. Mo.: a son, Byron
the. postpdned games of July 9 be- same club.
Donna Kay,' born July 27.
Cathcart. Houston, Tex.; a sister,
pliers, who can pass them on to
ing -played. American Legion will
The
Veterans
iced
their
game
in
Mr. and Mrs. James Sykes, a son.
consumers.
face Lynn Grove and Independents the second, frame when 'they tal- Mrs. Lillian Moore. Graves county;
named James Michael, born July
four brothers. John of this county,
will meet Hazel. Director ,Preston lied 5 runs.
.No decision has been made on 27.
whether eo revive the flour subsi- - Mr. and Mrs. Laverne Wallis, a Holland announced this morning.
Batteries: Veteranss-Hod,ges arid Houston, Mayfield Otho. HopkinsHolland is contacting min-lagers Pea_rce; Paris-- Mitchell and B. ville, and Joe Cathcart. Oklahoma;
dy, -which had held-down retail daughter. born July 30.
six grandchildren and four great
and players of the four top teams King.
bread prices one cent a loaf. An
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Jones, Benton,
and will probably make an anOPA official said that if the subBatteries for second game: Paris grandehildren.
daughter, born July 29.
nouncement concerning a play-off -.Baumbf rg and -King: Independ- ".Pallbearers were: Jewel Moore,
sidy is restored, 'bread ccilin
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Henderson,
Alfred- Keel, Keys.Keel. Jim Keel,
ries sometime today.
•
"will not be raised." But an
eras-Parker and Buchanan.
Kirksey, a son, born July 24.
John 'Seel, ands -Doug Adams.
crease is possible, he added, if
Thursday, July 25
Tuesday Night, July 30
Mr. and Mrs. 1Robert Charles
menus on flour are muted- out.
Although Hazel was held scorenderson, a son. born July 30.
The Independents shoved OrdMeanwhile. OPA has post
Mr. and Mrs. James E. Hooper. less after the second inning by the way downward Tuesday night as
until after August 20 further
*lige _Grove, a daughter, born, Legeon last Thursday night, the the "Nobody," handed the Hall
sideration
of
whether ceiling
29.
South-siders 6 runs, were enought boys in 8-6 setback.
Joe H. Phillips. 82c. Route A. reshould be eliminated on bread and
MI and Mrs. 'Edward Hendon, a to top the Legionnaires 6-5.
Porker. tossing for the winners. eeived a discharge at Great Lakes
bakery products.
daughter, born July 27.
The Legion tallied 3 in the sec1Continued on Page 2)
.
July 22 and is at home. •

,I

He Will Continue
His Work With
Local C.of C.

Local and Visiting Horses Entered
To Compete for $1460 Prize Money

Weekly Report of
Police Court

Trophies on'Display
In Show Windows;
Box Seats on Sale

Resigns

Edward M. Shroat
Gets Promotion

Plans for City Tenni
Tournament Are
Being Arranged

AUGUST TERM OF
CIRCUIT COURT TO
OPEN MONDAY

Several New Cases
box
Filed for Trial
In Two-Weeks

he

Gillis Wilson, 40,
Dies In Detroit;.

FARM MACHINERY PRICE RISE
OK'D BY OPA; COTTON CLOTHING
FOODS COFFEE TO BE INCREASED
WASHINGTO
31 In its
first °Melia action under the new
price control law. OPA today authorized an average of six per cent
increase in retail ceilings for all
farm machinery and replacement
parts.
The increase, effective immede
;eels,. restores dealers' peacetime
profit margins as required by the
OPA revival act.
OPA had reduced the martins of
retailers last May 10 when it granted a 10 per cent increase in manufacturers' and..avholesalers' price
ceilings.
In the case of farm machinery.
Letailers were required to absorb
alf of this while on replacement
parts they had to absorb the full
10 per cent increase_
The 10 per cent price boost previously granted 491) manufacturers
and wholesalers,/ distributors remains unchanged under today's action.
OPA also restored the two per
cent handling and transfer charge
for distributors. This had been
eliminated under the old law._
In the offing is a boost in cotOPA has
ton clothing prices.
agreed to raise textile ceilings an
average of about 16 per cent.
This increase on fabric, the minimum required under the new price
control law, is expected to boost
cotton garment costs at least 10
per cent, an OPA official told a.reporter privately. •
Other OPA officiels . have estimated that clothing increases may
range from, 15 to 20 per cent, on

1,

PAGES

COLLEGE VETS TAKE LEAD AS
ORDWAY LOSES TO 'PENDENTS
Independents Hold
Third Place With
5 Wins, 2 Losses

W. A. Cathcart, 68,
Dies at His Home
In Kirksey Friday
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Boy, 13; Confesses
Killing Woman Who
Took Care of Him

ing legislation.
i spending severeleetionths in H. 1
Raleigh where he is employed with Ala., for a visit with relatives.
H
Russell,
Loan rates to cooperating pro-1
Matthew
son.
visiting
her
!
Canon,
Mrs.
Canon
Charles
the State Agricultural Program. I Lt.
an
I
Weather011ie
Mrs.
Aster,
her
will be 90 per cent of the
his
ducees
visiting
parents.'
Mr and Mrs. 0. H. Collins. . and baby. are
Pvt. Albert Crider has returned
M. Canon, and 1 HAZEL WSCS MEETS
R.
Mrs.
oiri'flue-cured. Bur- r
and
Mr.
prices
parity
visiting'
are
Paul' Valley. Okla..
e Society for Chris- , f°Ted Wilson and A. H. McLeod
The Wtunets
BY Q. D. WILSON
dto Little Rock, Ark.. after spending
Herbert
ley. Maryland. cigar filler and
their son, Elmer Collins and farn-1 her partials. Rev. and Mrs.
Jr.,
verth
Mrs.
C.
Service
met
D.
tian
m1.were in Ports. Monday.
the week-end with Murray rela.1 Lax. Paducah. They will leave
For firecigar binder tobacco.
.ily on Route 5.
17 at 2:30 p.m. with • .
tives. Mrs. Crider. who has been
.SUnday or Monday for Salt Lake ; Clanton July
r. and Mrs. 0. B. Turnbow,
1946 TOBACCO* PRICE
rates will be
these
tobacco
cured
'
MONTICELLO, Ind., July. 30 _
-Louis.ville
Story
of
Dona
Mrs.
as
leader.
with her husband An Little Rock.
City. He will probably be given . Mts. Olga Freeman
1 their visitor Mrs. Wm. Hull of I
SUPPORT PROGRAM
75 per cent of the Burley rate. County
Prosecutor Charles D.
Lizzie
for the month was.
The
subject
:
Air
will remain in Mur•ray for several visited her mother, Mrs.
Army
the
wish
overseas duty
Louisiana. spent Tuesday in Dyer.
The U. S Department of Agri- For dark air-cured and Virginia Boomershine said today that Robsister, Mrs. Prentice
and
Turner.
of
'
the
Trustees
Future,"'
"Women.
weeks.
Corps in the neat; future.
Tenn. vesiting their aunt. Mrs. culture. today announced the price sun-cured tobacco the rates will
ert Houchen, 13-year-old ward of
Thomas. tin Sycamore street the
'Mrs. A. G. Childers had charge of
Mitchel. and daughter, Mrs. support program for 1946 crops of be 66 2-3 per cent of the Burley
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Stubble- paet Mrs. Frye Brewer suffered a se- ', the devotional. Mrs. Claude White'
sited MrsWhite county, said in a signed
'week. She also
: lit.11.;
Walker and fatuity.
flue-cured, fire-cured. bur le y. rate.
s
field. Jr, and son Vernon Shaw Feitus Story aria - family of the vere attack of illness at the can- 1 discussed .
. .
. .
statement that he shot and killed
fillcigar
dark-air-cured
Maryland.
are spending this week with Mrs. West. Side.
quite
and
remains
C.
son.
Wilson
Sirs. Grace
. nery July 22. and
Funds of .,Comimidity Credit a 27-year-old farmer's wife who
ill' I Who Took Part in Wield Affairs".
,
er and cigar binder tobacco.
Stubblefield's parents. Mr. and
J. C. Cobb. Nashville, is greens
Corporation will be used to make had cared for him the last three
After the bueiness session which Ted.- were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Lizzie
Story.
Mrs.
Dona
Mrs.
Hickman.
of
is
Shaw
essentially the
The program
111. -e..
improved from a serious illness. i was conducted by Mrs. D. N. Boh Overcast, Sunday.
the loans, and operations will be years.
Turner and Mrs. Prentiee Thames
and has been discharged from the White. president, a lovely ice
-et-bare Bonner of New
Ulm L.
Mrs. Roy Starks of Murray was same as the 1945 program except conducted under supervision of
Boomershine said the body of
attended church at Union Grove
in the case of flue-cured tobacco
hospital.
Yak is visiting her pazemts, Mr. last Sunday.
course was serv:d by the hostess in Hazel Tuesday•
Tobacco Branch. Production and the women, Mrs. Everett Lauderari 51:-, A. P Emmen
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Johnson are to 10 members and one visitor. 'Mr. and Mrs. Finis Weatherford where purchases 'were made to Marketing Administration.
back, was found late yesterday in
Dr Hugh McElrath. Mrs. Mcstabilize prices and obtain requireMI, Weller!: Major and chit- "Elrath and their family were re- spending the summer with his pa- Mrs. L: Windsoie
a bean field near her farm home.
were in Murray Monday.
British
Empire
countries.
of
ments'
deim. Bob and Ellen. of Pittsburg. cent visitors to Natural Bridge in r. nts. Mr. and Mrs. J E Johnson
Approximately 90 per cent of the 12 miles northeast of here. He said
%V. D. Kelly and grandson, Jim- military requirements &livered
on West Olive street. They have , Duke Paschall of Memphie. Tenta. mie
e.--- - - - ---_e_eee-e--.Bst., are, guestt--1111rs---Matore- pain Washington eaunty was she, had been shot three times
letobacco
Freeman. are in under lend-lease. 'arid civilian refor the
visitini his broth- r. C. D. Pa'e- Springs for a Ave WeekS rest.
relit,. Mi. and Mrs. W. W. McElend of May, making it through the' head and her body
the
by
Mrs. Carter Bailey and daugh- been employed et Detroit
set
sold for cash. This
quirements
real Mr Major. who accompanied . ter, Peggy Jean. spent two weeks past five years Mrs. Johnson will chall and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Claud White. Ben- year these countries will resume one of the earliest recorded set- dragged for sonic distance.
Leland Alderson of San Fran- ny and Butch, spent last week in
thtrn to Murrey has returned to visiting ,hir "parents. Mr. and Mrs. teach in the Paducah schools this
The prosecutor said the youth
regular trade tings.
ceem. califs is visiting relatives Nashville as guests of Mrs. White's purchases through
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• —
in his statement, related that he
A. W. Belbrey. ,Model. Tenn. and fall.
on the 1946Therefore,
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Louderback after she
Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Blaine. Jr.. here
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made
will be
Dearborn, Mich.. following a visit Knott and two daughters, Robbie Blaine, of Seattle, Wash., arrived Nashvill. Tenn., after spending sev- Nashville Friday after spending a pose of supporting prices in ac- 10 years, due, to rust and the Sea- lazy and had ordered him to hoe
today to attend the marriage of eral days with her mother and sis- month with her mother and sister
the garden.
with Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Shroat and Nita of Tharpe. Tenn.
cordance with provision of exist- sian fly.
anti other relatives.
Mr. and" Mrs. Charles V. Farmer Mr. and Mrs. Blaine's sort. Edward ter. Mrs. Claude Anderson.
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week-end.
Manual Paschall near Oak Grove.
Me Kelley eerived Friday from will leave Monday for Prattville.
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Rev. and Mrsys.A. M. Hawley of veterans in Metcalfe county,
Miss Mavis Miller. Paris. Tenn..
raising 300 broad-breasted turkey
is vacationing in Washington. D. C. Murray were Thiiel visitors Sunpoults. the first' in the county.
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of
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and
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rye-vetch
of
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About
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day night.
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and friends..
.Mrs L L.. Hendricks. Memphis. visiting relatives
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crop
the
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where
Mrs. Callie Russell returned to in Logan
that greedy crpital and John L. Lewis have
is visiting her parents. Mr. and
is said to be excellent.
after
bsr
Mich.
?Jayne,
home
in
Mrs. IL L. Valentine.
joined hands to elect Lt. Col. Philip Ardery. They
Mrs. Joe Houston and son. Robhave succeeded in raising the price on every ar.ert -Dugger. Lynchburg. Va.. are
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Nothing Can Be Compared To ....

MAX H. CHURCHILL FUNERAL HOME

I

I AM NOT SURPRISED.

S

bury their dead.

They have taken money from the farmers.
▪ clerks, teachers and others too numerous to rtttri.
: tion, whose salaries ARE LESS THAN ONE:1414NDRED DOLLARS A MONTH, and paid it to rich
corporaticns and czars of labor.
•

•

•
•
•

I am the only candiate against these
monsters

•
•
•

•

TOM LOGAN
Madisonvilk„,KY

Candidate for United States Senate

•
6.

COLLEGE VETS
,Continued from Page la
woriet tirelesslv in the box and
e'as never in too much trouble
Billy Brooks hurled good ball,
eowever hes is-suing of free passes
ea first base caused him ro little
:rouble
Vets 6. hrtagl I
Manager Charlie Gibbs. pilot of
the Veterans. used McClain and
on the mound very
ively-nesday eveittg as they hart'
Hazel to a untie rug and no hits
Hazel scored its run en the first
ening when three welks end a
The
eild pitch tallied Denham
Vetes scored 4 in the first and 2 in
'me sixth.
Pearce. catching for the Vets.
was the heavy sticker of the evenese as he hit 3 f.e- 3.

SNNITON[CLEANIND
NOW AVAILABLE AT

BOONE CLEANERS

New Milk Prices

SOUTH SIDE COURT SQUARE

EFFECTIVE AUGUST 1, 1946
Due to the necessity of increasing the price paid to
farmers for Grade A milk, we find it necessary to make
another increase of one cent per quart to our patrons.
bringing the new price (effective August I) to I 7c per
quart.

A REVOLUTIONARY CLEANING
METHOD ... Sanitoning is a
unique dry cleaning method
which cleans clothes more thoroughly—yet more gently—than any ordinary method.
Only the leading cleaners in every city are licensed t(,
use Sanitone. Wherever you see the Sanitone emblem
displayed, you can be sure of the finest in quality
cleaning.

June 1. 2. under authority of OPA, we increased
by 40c per hundred the price we pay producers. and also
increased our price to patrons from 14c to I 5c per quart.
Oh

- On July 16,.we increased our price from I 5c to 16c
per quart. All of this was passed along to the Grade Aproducers to compensate them for the LOSS OF GOV. E.RNME.NT SUBSIDY which they suffered when OPA
went out (June 30).
••

•

WHIrT SANITONE DOES ... The
patented Sanitone cleaning method
removes sugar and most fruit juice
soils, perspiration, and water spots in
-addition to all those soils removed by'
ordinary cleaning. It cleans fabrics
clear through, revives the brilliance of
colors and the softness of textures.

Beginning August I, our price will be increased (as
stated) from 16c to 17c per quart. All of this also will
be passed along to th% Grade A producers to meet their
new demands, which Ifirey say are based on further in. •reased no
creases in feed costs. 'That feed -Costs have--mc
one can deny.
The whole point is that we ha've passed on to the farmer ALL of the increase we have made in the Nice of,
our product•,,•.and have made no additional profits for
• ourselves mit of sal) increases.
We are thus tryg to hold down, as much as possr.ble,
the price of our products, a policy which we believe to be
no more than right, proper and wise in these abnormal
times.
As t,$) what rates OPA will establish after AugliSt 20,
your guess is as good as ours.

WHY IT MAKES CLOTHES LAST
LONGER ... Because it eases out soil.
perspiration, and even embedded grit
particles—the enemies of fabric life—.
regular Sanitone cleaning makes clothes
give extra months of wear. Remember,
clean clothes last longer, and Saniioned
clothes are thoroughly clean.
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NATIONALLY KNOWN ... Throughout
the country, Sanitone is recognized as a
superior cleaning method. For years it
has been advertised in leading national
magazines. Today, it is the world's best
known cleaning method.

THOROUGHLY TESTED ... The Sanitone
method has been tested in actual use in
our plant, in hundreds of the leading
dry cleaning plants in the United States
and Canada and in the laboratories of
Emery Industries, Inc. Sanitone cleaning is performed according to laboratory
specifications.

.1

1

EMERY INDUSTRIES, INC. . . . Emery
Industries, the developers and patent
owners of Sanitone, have been important factors in the development of
materials used in the textile indtrstry
and in the laundry and dry cleaning
fields. Emery's reputation is benind
that of every licensee in guaran1eing
fine results from the Sanitone m hod.
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Home Service Department of Loca
Red Cross Chapter Ready to Serve
Ex-Service Men and Women

D.
bof
ed
ed
ho
ee

The Red Cross has a constantly
enlarging program of service to
veterans to assist in solving their
individual problems. Army and
Navy regulations indicate the desire to, enlist the help of the American Red Cross in advising the vet-

eran of the many services available to him.
Your local chapter is ready to be
of service and to give assistance
and advise in the interpretation
and application of the many benefits to which the ex-service man
is entitled.

Print Finishing and
Developing

Chapter Services Available
This chapter Is prepared to give
you information on benefits to
which you are entitled to help you
in securing official documents and
evidence needed in the prosecution
of your claims as well as in sup-

of

DONELL STUDIO

in

203 SOUTH SIXTH ST.
Phone 387

kid
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dy
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CLEARANCE
All Women's

WHITE DRESS SHOES
Ending SATURDAY, AUGUST 10

$2.98 and $3.98 pair
Regular $5.95 and $5.00 Values

Slashed to $3.98 per pair
is

your chance to make a

double saving. Prices are
advancing fast but you are
getting drastic reductions
on most of these. Come in
early and get your SIZE
IN SEVERAL PAIRS OF
THESE VALUES.

268 Pairs Included In This Sale
No Exchanges. . No Refunds

ADAMS
BROWNIBILT SNOB STORM
106 South Fifth Street

Phone 1013.W

PACtl

LT. WILSON AT HOME
plying or procuring for you official
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Potts spent
Murray Electric Company
forms needed.
Saturday night with Mr. and Mrs.
Has New Employees
Your county chapter is prepared
Lyman Dixon.
and glad to help you with your
C. B. Crawford, superintendent
Mrs. Garvie Riley is at the beddisability
concerning
of the Murray Electric System, side of her mother, Mrs. Nannie
problems
employed three men the past week Pullen, who remains ill.
pension or compensation, hospitalj
to work in the system here. His
or domiciliary care, unemployment
Mrs. Algie TIGwell is improved.
compensation, G.I. Loans, National
selection was ok'd by the board.
Those visiti7g in the home of
The new egnployees are Orville Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Bazzell SaturService Life Insurance Benefits, '
!Anderson, meter
pensions for dependents, gratuity
reader; Boyd day were Mr.. and Mrs. Boyd CarJones.
pay or arrears in pay, mustering
lineman;
Albert
Pool, ter and sons, Mr. and Mrs. William
groiniclinan.
out pay etc.
Carter and daughter, Merella Reed,
There is a Red Cross representaMr. and Mrs. Jennings Turner and
tive constantly on duty at each
children. Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Carveterans administration regional
ter and daughter and Mrs. Lester
office and hospital to help you
Keller and daughter.
Afternoon
Mr • .M
Mitchell
and
daughwith your claims for benefits.
callers were Mr. and Mrs. Lyman
ter, Once Rodriguez, and grandCome to our office for help with
Dixon and Dale.
daughter. Esther of Detroit, chatyour problems.--there is no charge.
Mr. and Mrs. Atley Charlton and
ted by telephone the past week.
Office on third floor of Calloway
Mrs. Rodriguez and children. EsCounty Court House. Open Monther and Jimmie, will arrive Wedday through Saturday of each
nesday for a two weeks vacation
week from 9 to 12 a.m and 1 to 4
with their motherand grandmothp.m.
er.
W. Z. Carter is chapter chairBarbara
Kay
Wilson,
small
lit U. Jay W. Wilson. son of Mr.
man; Mrs. B. Melugin, executive
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Orvis
secretary, and Mrs. Mary Pace, and Mrs. August Wilson formerKidney Action
ly of Hazel now of Detroit, Mich., Wilson of Highland Park, Mich.,
home service.
Modern life with its burry and worry,
is at home wiht his parents on had her tonsils removed the past
irregular habits, improper eating and
drinking—its risk of exposure and infecterminal leave after two years' ser- week.
MAGAZINE CLUB
tion—throws heavy strain on the work
Mrs.
Aylon
McClure
is
progressvice overseas. Lt. Wilson has been
ENTERTAINED THURSDAY/
of the kidneys. They are apt to become
over-taxed and fail to filter excess acid
connected with the Armed., Forces ing slowly after being scalded by
and other impurities from the life-giving
Mrs. Solon Higgins entertained Radio Service in the Carribean lifting a can of fruit from the
blood.
members of the Murray Magazine with headquarters in San Jaun, cooker. Her foot required a few
You inty suffer nagging backache,
liiriness, getting up nights.
headache,
afterstitches
from
broken
Thursday
glass.
Club at her home
Puerto Rico for the past several
leg pales, swelling—feel conseantly
—Ole Maid
noon at 3 o'clock.
tired, nervous, all worn out. Other signs
months. Le Wilson is a graduate
of kidney or bladder disorder re someMrs. George Upchurch, chairman, of the University of Kentucky.
times burning, scanty or too frequent
presided over a business meeting.
urination.
Try Doan's Pills. Does'. help the
Program chairman for the afterkidney. to par off harmful excess body
noon was Mrs. E. A. Tucker, who
waste. They have had more than half s
century of public approval. Are recomthe topic, "Minority
presented
mended by grateful users iiverywhere.
By Mrs, A. L. Basset
Groups in America—Their ProbAsk err natilklxrr!
Mr and Mrs. Will Marine of
lems--How They Are Being SolvKennett, Mo., and Ted Elliott of
ed." Assisting Mrs. Tucker in the
Bragg City, Mo., spent the weekdiscussion were Mrs. Oscar Corbin
end with Mrs. Mattie Jones, mothand Mrs. Jack Beale.
er and Lois.
Mrs. Marvin Whitnell, Mrs. VerLEXINGTON, Ky., July 28—The
non Hale and Mrs. Beale Outland
assisted Mrs. Higgins in serving an U.S. Department of Agriculture's
ice course at the conclusion of the price support program for 1948
crops of burley, fire-cured, Maryprogram.
land, dark air-cured, cigar filler
• • •
and cigar binder tobaccos is esJUNIOR WOODMAN CLUB
sentially the same as the 1945
HAS PICNIC JULY 27
schedule, it was announced here
The Juniors of The Forest gath- today.
Poster Bedroom Suites
ered at the City park, July 27, at
The department's production and
Platform Rockers and Occasional Chairs
2:30 for a picnic.
marketing administration branch in
Living Room Suites, in Mohair, Velour and Tapestry
Several adults were at the pic- Lexington reported that the only
Studio Couches
nic including Mrs. Lois Waterfield change in the program involves
Chifforobes, Desks, Cedar Chests
and Mrs. W. Z. Carter. Five new flue-cured tobacco where purchases
Lamps. Radio and Cocktail Tables
members and nine Junior visitors were made to stabilize prices and
Dinette Suites, White or Natural Oak
also attended.
obtain requirements of British EmWhite China Cupboards. Base and Wall Cabinets
Games were played and read- pire countries, military requireings were said by Jo Ellis and Jo ments delivered under lend-lease
Porcelain Utility Tables
Wilmurth. Margaret Ruth Atkins and civilian requirements sold for
Coal and Wood Ranges
and Jackie Shroat sang "Paper cash.
Battery Radios
Doll".
On the 1948 crop of flue-cured.
Portable Electric Water Heaters
Pictures were made of the club loans will be made only for the
Presto Cookers
and junior sponsor which is to be purpose of supporting prices in acElectric Hot Plates. Toasters and Irons
sent to the Junior Tidings maga- cordance with provisions of existzine.
ing legislatioh. the announcement
said.
FISCAL COURT TO
Loan rates to cooperating proAUGUST
MEET
ducers will be 96 per cent of the
Fiscal
meeting
of
the
The regular
parity prices on flue-cured, bur107 South Fourth Street
Phone 587
court is scheduled to meet in the ley, Maryland, cigar filler and
office of County Judge Pink Curd cigar binder tobaccos, the departAugust 8.
For fire-cured tobacco
ment said
these rafes will be 75 per cent_ot
the burley rate, and for dark aircured and Virginia sun-cured tobacco the rates will be 66 23 per
cent of the burley rate.

1

Blood River News

No Change In
Tobacco Price
Support Program

Beginning FRIDAY, AUGUST 2

It

MURRAY, KENTUCKY
Billy Gene, Mr. and Mrs. Cliff
Brown and children and Mrs. Charlie Tucker and, children, all ol
Kennett, Mo., spent the week-end
with George Marine, and Maude
and Harmon Marine.
Bro. and Mrs Charlie F. Arnett
and children of Russellville spent
a few days the past week with
home folks.
Most of the children and grandchildren were preseent in the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Elvis Bazzell Saturday.
Mrs. Bobby Watson spent Mon-

day with Mr. and Mrs. Fred Wilk,

erson.
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Bazzall and
Pro. and Mrs. Charlie - F. Arnet4
and family spent Thursday with,
relatives in Paducah'.
Mrs. Charles A. Lamb spent
Monday with Mr. and Mrs. Earl
Lamb and family.
Miss /title Lamb spent Saturday
night with Mr. and Mrs. Lewis
Lamb.
Mrs. Zada Stone and Earl and
Mrs. Lucille GilPreath and Euva
spent Saturday with friends.

ws.

LIMESTONE

Murray

/
1
4
4

CONCRETE BLOCKS
Well Tile

Chimney Blocks

Cancrete Bricks

RILEY FURNITURE & APPLIANCE
COMPANY

ALL

QUALITY PRODUCTS
MADE TO LAST
Blocks are produced from a balanced
mixture, power tamped for uniformity.
Properly cured for strength, and laboratory tested.

FOLLOWING ITEMS
IN STOCK

$2.95 per quart

(A post-war product that produces a rich, glossy, transparent finish,
for linoleum, floors, woodwork, table tops, etc.)

TRUSCON RUBBER BASE FLOOR COATING
$1.40 and $1.65 per quart
(Another post-war product that is highly recommended for concrete
floors, and especially adaptable for boat*)

An automobile belonging to a
Mr. Journagen. of Paris, Tenn , was
recovered in Murray Monday evening by local officers. Reports stated
that the owner had parked his car
in front of a store in Paris while
he purchased sacrin for his wife's
canning
The car was gone when he finished his purchase. Officials were
notified, and they chased the automobile to Murray where Sheriff
Wendall Patterson. Chief of Police
Burman Parker, and Deputy Charlie Marr joined the Tennessee official. Homer Swain, in chasing the
car and driver to a section in
northeast
Murray. The
driver
abandoned the car, and hid in
weeds He was pulled out and returned to Tennessee. He gave his
name as Bennie Brown from Jackson, Miss. Later it was found that
he resides in Mayfield, and that
he gave the wrong name.
Officials, reporting the story,
stated they had learned the missing man's name was Charles Todd,
and whose address is Mayfield.

WE DELIVER

Geurin Concrete Product:
East Highway

Telephone 324

He can leave now on his vacation, without worrying whether his car will broak
down just outside the city limits. It will add a lot to his vacation just to be sure.
BRING IN YOUR AUTOMOBILE FOR A PRE-VACATION CHECKUP.
WE'LL MAKE IT PURR LIKE A KITTEN.

- _
COMING SOON
to the

Standard
Products

OPEN
7 DAYS
A WEEK

Edward G.
, ROBINSON
and
Joan
BENNETT

GET YOUR QUALITY PRODUCTS

Am.

Ready to GO...

114110101ir

• GALVANIZED CANVAS TACKS
• DEADENING FELT
• PURE BRISTLE BRUSHES
• DDT LIQUID (25 per cent)

REASONABLY PRICED

COMPLETE CAR SERVICE

Stolen Automobile
Caught in Murray

WE ACTUALLY HAVE the

TRANS-PLASTIC MIRACLE FINISH . .

DOAN'S PILLS

New Merchandise Arriving Daily

o!

Stepping *we,

Pier Blocks

RILEY'S VALUES

IS THIS A FISH STORY?

24 HOUR
WRECKER
SERVICE

The Screen's Supreme
Adventure in Suspense!

At

Hughes Paint and Wallpaper Co.
Phone 383

South Side Square

..orilireowitancreree.

,
4 -••••••••$$.‘••• •.trak•ip.,••

01.#1•MOrt/&••
..-10,1
,

-

"The
WOMAN IN THE
WINDOW"
with
Raymond Massey

MUNDAY'S SERVICE STATION
BENTON ROAD
Rudy Barnett

"Red" Willoughby

drenerrintirs,
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=
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COACH JIM MOORE WILL USE "T"
FORMATION ON GRIDIRON THIS FALL
•
ractice

To Start
P
September 9 At
Murray

as spring practice". Moore said in
discussing his prospects for the season. He explained that She personnel of the squad would have a
bearing on the type of play and
that -the coaches all favored using
the single wing to augment" the
--Murray , State's au Thorough- open style.
Moore
described his 10-game
breds and I+ ad Coach Jim. Moore
formation, aug- schedule as •a "pain". The prinwill use the
mented by Oa single wing0 this cipal "pain" producers for him
as imileated here today.. are probably Mississippi - State.
fall. i ¶
Practice will begin September 9., Ohio University. Chattanooga UniMoore will report September 1 to , versity. and Marshall College. not
overlooking the potentialities of
clear the decks
"The T pramd f.. k uccessful such taughies as Eastern Kentucky.
Kentucky.
'Pknessee
and quite popular ss ah the ho
_ Tech. Evansville m Coleg.'
and
IllinOt•/
1
4 -arta-Mat
ATHLETE'S FOOT ITCH
State.
NOT HARD TO KILL.
Despite this rather gloomy outIN ONE HOUR,
look. Moore admitted his boyi
If not pleased. your 3ac back at any would probably appear
on the
drug store. TE-OL. a STRONG ,
fungicide. contains 90 per cent alco- playing field for each contest.
hol sIT PENETRATE. Reaches, "We'll carry a squad of ,59", he
MORE germs to KILL the itch.- conceded.
•marnee retureing Include
KiloHart Dna: F••
y.,-4__WeatrIL

CAPITOL
COOL BY REFRIGERATION

SATURDAY and SUNDAY

LAST CHAPTER
SCARLET HORSEMAN

c HAPTER

"Hop Harrigan"

-a

Three transfers from •Jackson.
Tenn., have been added to Murray's grid prospects: John B.
Witt, guard:. Dennis aTuiaby"araya
lora
guard: and J. V. Parker,
tackle.
Moore will be assisted in the
coaching duties by 'Roy Stewart,
head of the physical education department. and John Miller. head
basketball coach. Mr., Stewart annaunced that Miss Patricia TWif.S.
Fort Worth, Texas, had accepted
a position with the college' in the
physical education department, beinning in September. She is a
, raduate of Texas State College
'or *omen. Denton. Texas. where
-he is a candidate for the master's
degree. She will teach "classes in
dancing-folk dancing, tap dancing. and "Modern" dancing.
The schedule:
September 28---Ohio University at
Athens. Ohio
October 5-Morehead TKy.1 State
- at Murray
October 12_ Eastern Kennicky at
Murray
October 18 -Chattanooga University at Chattanooga. Tenn.
October 26-Evanamille College' at
Evansville. Ind.
:November 2-Mississippi State at
'State College. Miss.
November
9-Marshall College,
Huntington. W. Va.. at Murray
November 15
Eastern Illinois,
Charleston. Ill.. at Murray
Tech,
November
22-Tennessee
Cookeville; Tenn . at Paducah
November 28_ Western Kentucky
at Bowling Green`

PLUS

FIRST

Charlie Walsh, Ripley, Tenn.: Harold Manson. Asbury Piirk, N. J.;
Clifford White, Cleveland. Ohio;
Braxton Sanford, Sheffield, Ala::
Kenneth Evitt, Eldorado, Ill.; Tommy Walker. Brownsville. Tenn.;
Vito Brucchieri, Cleveland. Ohio;
Wid Ellison. Corbin; Bud Dubia.
Murray; "Flip" Sanchez, Baton
Rouge.
- La ; Paul Willoughby, Paducah; Alfred Sherman. Portland..
Me'.;Sam Jones. Tampa, Fla.: Dale
McDaniel. South Bend. Ind.; 'Rollo'
Gilbert.. Paducah: Poston Arwood.
Ripley. Tenn.: Ed Donolso. Mayfield; Roland Yokum. Hammond.
La.: Teddy
Sasseen. - Mayfield;
George Fortson. yelda. Fla.; W.
J. Fink, St. Loans! Mo.: Forrest
Bruton. Snyder. Texas; Buster Keeton, Nashville. Tenn.

-

4
A

Reoff,dlie
P/CTUAE.

IN MEMORIAM'

In laming memory at
Clint
Lawson, who died two years agoJuly 30. 1944.
Loving and kind in all his ways.
Upright and just to the end of
hodays.
Sincere, and true in his heart and
mind.
A beautiful memory he left behind.
,Aartly m:ssed by

You Have A Right To Be Proud
Of Your Car's Performance
...
The things men talk about most are—their kids, their fishing exper•
.iences—and ,their eari! .You won't hAve to speak of fours as a "sad
sack'. if you have us service it regularly and keep it running in applepie order.
I

Better drive in and get an expert opinion on what you can

expect of your car ... and what it needs to make it a car

you

can

1

In the hear future watch for thfse scarce.items:

Hon, John Kee

•
Police Stopped
By 'Stone Wall'
In Lynch Probe

Use our classiness
; get the businesj.

FLINT NEWS

rtit
MAN

Ile offers a constructive Zegislative prograrn.

DADE PARK
RACES

III 01411 sit
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SUNDAY and MONDAY

PLAYTHINGS!

FILMED IN ALL THE GLORIOIJS

SLIDE
6 feet long, 3 feet,
metal bOttom

SWING

AN"

S12.50

WON OF RI. AND'

Sn

TRAPEZE SET

Strong metal chain, wooden seat,
$3.25
trapeze bar with handles

AS BEAIITIFUL AS
A DISNEY FEATURE
COME TO LIFE!

1°44°40
" I O,
n
eltify
0A
a,
oa
k."
j
°
)
TE
a..

f_,j

814CKI
--

TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY

SAND BOX
With adjustable awning, metal
bottom, 4 seats, 3 feet square $12.75

SWING
All metal, folding stand, tie-in
safety strap. Can be used outside or indoors. For 1- to 4$9.95
year olds

ratt..-"datIy, ti Saturdays
and Labor
-Rain
or Shine•

Dade, Park Jockey
Club,

IA,

M-G-M
presents

WILLIAM

KIRK A.
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Aug, 3 to Sept. 2

POs."11

't

lie tolunteered to *erre in two World Wars.
Let's elect hint to serve in the Senate!

Pool & Company
"Sporting Goods Headquarters"

10

••••-

A.

BLAKEY HELM

misimaiiism mom=

I
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VOTE FOR

ens- they

•
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AT THE

Rey'si glory boend along the wiading4-4
trails of Texas! ef4LON

At Intersection of 12th and Sycamore
Telephone 656 -

•

DONELL STUDIO

KEEP COOL

n•••••••

*E-1C0

Miss Y
Haste to
Seattle, :a
ing even
the Missal
ly partie
On Fri
lluth RI
Wright u
shower a.
--- a

FRIDAY and SATURDAY

Refrigerators,-Rados,

Four Brothels

Miss
Hono

TODAY ONLY

(Inclusive)

'

THU&

Attention, Veterans!

Conferees Okeh Bond Payment of
Terminal Leave

Home Food Lockers, Lawn Mowers, Aluminum Boats, and Motors.

I

Mayfield Council
Votes To Install
Parking Meters

cash payments for enlisted men,
too, but tit the insistence of Treasury and budget officials, the Senate wrote in a bond plan. The conference committee worked out the
t he
compromise under which
bonds, while not immediately cash'
able, could be used to pay premMAYFIELD, Ky., July 311-The
iums on national service life in- Mayfield city council by a vote
;Uner.nlIt
leflrlo convert it to permof five to one last night ;awe the ,
policies.
green tight to installation of parking meters on the streets of Mayfield.
Jo February, when the question
came before the council, spirited
--- All veterans that are planning opposition developed and the eosinon entering the Farmer Training cil refused to approve the proProgram in September, 1946, are posal at that time.
asked to be present at a meeting
Determination of the location and
in the Court House August 10, number of the meters to be in1946, 2 p.m.
stalled was left to a committee apThis meeting is very important pointed ,at last night's meeting of
and should be attended by every the council.
one interested.
ft is necessary
Print Finishing and
that certain papers be properly
filled out, so there will be no deDeveloping
lay in the work and the money for
the Veteran will be received at
the earliest possible date.
WASHINGTON, July 36--A "bot203 SOUTH SIXTH ST.
Prentice L. Lassiter,
tled-in-bonds" terminal pay bill
Phone 387
A. Carman
for servicemen and veterans was
agreed upon today by a SenateHouse conference committee.
The five-year bonds in which the
htemter of Congress and Sponsor of The World Calendar Bill
major portions of the payments
would be made are non-negotiable,
CONGRESSMAN JOHN KEE, of West Virginia, Democrat and
but the committee which worked
member a.f the Foreign Affairs Committee of the House of Represantatives, phctographed as he discusses The World Calendar. He was out the final form of the bill
joined by Congressman Karl E. Mundt, Republican, in introducing
provided that they could be used
legislation for its adoption by the United States. Our antiquated calendar 'for payment on government life
wattld be modernized by snaking it perpetually unchanging, dividing the
insurance.
year into four equal quarters, and stabilizing holidays.
An appropriation bill to provide
;2,431.708.000 for GI furlough pay
was passed by the House -today
and sent to the Senate. The bill
__also-pros-ides an additional ;26,000,Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Wood and 000(0r OPA.
An estimated t2.400,000,000 would
two children of Detroit are spendbe paid -to preseht and former serving their vacation With his paice personnel in lieu of furlough
rents, Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Wood
time they were unable to take durMONROE, Ga.. July :29---State at Flint, and her parents, Mr.
ing service.
Grants would be
Police reported today they had run and Mrs. Roades, west of Murray.
made on the basis of 2Ia days pay
into a "stone wall" in tracking
Mr. and Mrs Rollie Bartlett of for each month of service since
down every lead in the investiga- Paducah and Mr. and Mrs. LeoSept. 8, 1939, with a limit of 120
tion of the multiple Negro lynch- nard .Wood and daughter of west
days. On next Sept. 1 the carry
ing near here.
Murray joined 'their brother and 'ewer limit Smuld drop to 60
days.
'We have talked to a lot of family. from Detroit, in a weekThe conference agreement went
people and gotten nowhere." said end visit at the home of their pa- back to Senate and
House for final
Maj. William E. Spence. head of rents, Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Wood. approval.
the State Police. "We think we
Miss
Liza Lynn has returned
Enactment of the bill would put
know who some of the members of from a several weeks visit in De- .the enlisted personnel of the armed
the mob are, but we can't prove. troit. She was accompanied home forces on somewhat the same basis
Praisod to Cho skies I
it:'
by slier nephew. James Lynn and as officers, who have been enjoyMeanwhile. the congregation of Mrs. Lynn and two children who ing paid terminal leave all along.
Produced by Lazar Wechsler • Directed by Leopold Lindtberg
the First Methodist church here visited with Mr. and Mrs. Sam The officers, however, get paid in
Story and screen ploy by Richard Schweizisr
yesterday by resolution called on Thomison and other relatives in cash.
local and Walton county authori- the county last week.
The House originally voted for
tiesaao. cooperate with the state
autharfties.
The resolution brought a prompt
In the Democratic Primary tor United States Senator
retort from Sheriff E. S. Gordon.
on Saturday, August 3, 1956
who said: "We are ready to cooperate with the state. We've always been ready. It didn't take
any resolution for that."
Mr. and Mrs. Guthrie Gilbert
and son, Charles of Paducah, spent
several days last week with his
father, Genie Gilbert.
Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Perry and
daughters, Misses Ann and Jane
of Murray, were out for a visit
with Mr. and Mrs. Elmus Trevathan Saturday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Sammie Kelly and
baby of Mayfield were guests of
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Millard
Graham, last Sunday.
Misses Maude and Nile Danial
and brother, Larain of Mayfield,
were guests of their aunt, Mrs. W.
H. Trevathan. last Saturday.
Mrs. Dique Satterfield of Princeton and - Mrs. Lovie Howard of
Paducah were visitors last week
of their sister, Mrs. Bill Story.

speak of and drive with pride!
I
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Spence said that the "good peapie" in Walton county wouldn't
talk 'about the massacre even
'hough some of them "know who
members of the gang are."
The state of Georgia, through
Gav. Ellis Aisle'', has offered ;10,000 reward for information leading to the conviction of the 20-odd
mobsters • who shot .dOwn four
Negroes near here Ttsursday.
Other organizations have offered
additional rewards.
The ma) vicjims-Roger arid
Dorothy Malcolm and George and
Mae Dorsey• __were seized from the
,aar of a white farmer, lined up and
killed by three volleys of fire from
pistols and shdtguns. Roger Malcolm had been under
3600 bond on a charge of stabbing
las white employer. _Spence said
Information indicated
that the
:ynching which went off with prehad been "well rehearsed."
George Dorsey and- Dorothy Malsolm were buried yesterday at Mt.
Perry church: about Similes from
here. They were brother and sis'ea Mae Doraey was buried here.
The lynching, first multiple one
ii the south since 1942, brought the
promise . for a Negro organizaaionaf a mass demonstration in front
af the White House in Washington today:
Max Yergen, president of the
National, Negro Congress. said in
New &York yesterday that representatives from various comic/Is Of.
the organization would stage the'
demonstration in Washington to
• protest the lynchings. A Harlem
protest meeting held under the
, sponsorship of the ,Congress yesterday adopted- a resolution sayinglynetrings came as a•direct re:mit of "the campaign trt race hate"
curried ,M the south by Senator
'Balm
arid Governor-Nomrat'- Gt.f1.• tarrniedge of Georgia.
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Miss Yvonne Miller, Bride-Elect,
Honored At Series of Parties

The
tote

the
irklayholt
ited

Pro-

,

JEFFREY'S
• Men's Work Shoes

3

dinner.
Cards were written for Miss
Yvonne Miller, Mrs. W. G. Miller,
Miss Suzanne Miller. Miss Sue Fu-'
Friday, August 2
trell, Miss Joanne Fulton, Miss
The Friday bridge club will
Marcella Glasgow and the hosmeet with Mrs .B. 0. Langston at
tesses.
2:30 p.m.
--Tuesday, August 8
Mils Miller was complimented
The WSCS will meet at the
breakmorning
with
a
Saturday
Methodist Church at 3 o'clock.
fast which was given by Miss
The Woman's Council of the
Joanne Fulton at her home.
First .Christian Church will meet
The dining -table-''as centered according to the following schedwith a miniature bride and groom ule:
before an altar of roses, and small
Group I at the home of Mrs. Artables where the guests were seat- thur Farmer wSh Mrs. 011ie Bared held bouquets of rosebuds. The nett lAnder, 2:30 p.m.; Group II,.
place of the honoree was marked Mrs. R. M. Pollard leader ,at .the
with a gift corsage. Informal en- home of Mrs. Clyde Jones, 2:30
tertainment was enjoyed during p.m.; Group III, Mrs. Bob Robbins,
the morning. - -leader at the home of Mrs. Ed DiuIncluded in the hospitality were guid, Jr., 2:30 p.m.; Group IV, Mrs.
Misses Yvonne and Suzanne Mil- 0. B. Boone leader, at the home of
ler, Mrs. W. G. Miller, Miss Marcel- Mrs. Maurice Crass at 8 p.m;
la Glasgow, Miss Barbara Bonner, Group V. Mrs. Ed Frank Kirk.
Miss Barbara Diuguid, Mrs. G. B. leader at the Disciple Center at
Scott, Jr., Mrs. Jimmmy Robinson, 8 p.m.
The Woman's Association of the
Miss Jane Roberts, Miss Ruth Ellen Wright and Mrs. Marvig,Ful- Presbyterian Church will meet at
3 p.m. at the home of Mrs. E. B.
ton.
Ludwick with Mrs. Chas. Crawford
Miss Miller was again honoree leader.
on Monday evening when Miss Sue
Futrell entertained with a theater MISSES CHURCHILL AND
ANDERSON COMPLIMENT
party.
After seeing the show at the MRS. TAYLOR AT TEA
Varsity, the guests were served deMrs. Dennis Taylor, who before
lightful refreshments at the home her recent marriage was Miss Ann
of the hostess.
MacLean, was complimented with
. The guest list included close a lovely tea shower which was
friends of the honoree.
Minnie
Lee
given
by Misses
Churchill and Fay Nell Anderson
• • •
on Wednesday afternoon at five
o'clock at the home of the former.
CROUSE-SUITER WEDDING
VOWS READ JULY 20
The lace-covered tea 'table was
placed on the lawn and was cenMiss Roberta Crouse and Willie tered with an arrangement of variOvid Suiter were married in a colored gladioli. The hostesses, asbeautiful ceremony on Saturday sisted by Mrs. Ronald Churchill,
afternoon,a-iuly 20, at 3 o'clock. served delightful refreshments.
The .1°16 were read by the Rev.
The honoree was the recipient of
H. P. Blarikenship at his home at many lovely gifts.
the Methodist parsonage at KirkGuests included close' friends
sey.
and relatives of Mrs. Taylor.
The room was beautifully deco• •• •
rated with summer flowers and MR. EMMETT THOMPSON'S
burning candles. The attendants FAMILY IS HONORED
were Miss Geneva Moody and Bert
Collins.
Friends and relatives gathered at
The bride was, dressed in a Navy the home of Mr. and Mrs. Loman
blue frock with white accessories. Thompson July 14 in honor of EmHer shoulder* corsage was fashion- mett Thompson. his son and wife
ed of white carnations. Miss Moody and niece, all of Arkansas.
was dressed' in a sheer black net
At the noon hour a basket dindress with black and white ac- ner was served. Those present
cessories.
were: Emmett Thompson. Mr. and
The bride is the daughti r of Mr. Mrs. Earl Thompson. Miss Mavis
and Mrs. Robert Crouse of the Thompson.
Coles 'camp Ground community.
Mr. and Mrs. Boss Laycock and
Mr. Satter is the son of Mr. and son, Robert. Mr. and Mrs. Charlie
Mrs. Eulous Suiter of Kirksey and Kimbro and daughter. Merle: Mr.
is a veteran of World War II. hav- and Mes. Obray Willoughby and
ing served 47 months in the U.S. daughters. Nancy and Linda Sue.
army. Twenty-three months were Mrs. Emma Kimbro, Mrs. Elmus
spent overseas.
Phillips and children, Janice and
The couple will make their home Dannie. of Paducah.
at present with the bride's parents.
Mr, and Mrs Ruble Thurman and
daughters. Martha and Edna; Earlie Williams and his brother-inlaw, Mr. and Mrs. Loman Thompand
son and daughters. Martha
Edna.
Afternoon callers were: Mr. arid
Mrs. William Kimbro and daughter, Anita.
Mr. Thompson is the only uncle
of Mrs. Boss Laycock, Mrs. Charlie
Kimbro and John Cliff and Loman
Thompson. all of this county.
• • •

Social Calendar

Miss Yvonne Miller, whose mar-,, table held a centerpiece of white
riage to Edward H. Blaine of' gladioli and pink lilies on a reflecSeattle, Wash, will be an interest- tor, and places of the guests were
irig event of August 3, has been marked with corsages of sweet
the inspiration for a series of love- peas and place cards in the flower
motif. At Miss Miller's place was
ly parties during the past week.
06 Friday evening Misses Sara a corsage of tube roses and stephRuth Rhodes and Ruth Ellen anotis.
Wright were hostesses at a dinner
The gifts were presented on a
shower at the National Hotel. The silver tray at the conclusion of the

and
inapof
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• Men's and Boys' Matched Suits
• Children's School Clothes and Shoes
• Sport Hats, Straw Hats and
Work Caps

Jeffrey's
2 1 2 East Main

meets each first and third TharsSUPPER PARTY'
-HONORS MISS
iss Aleda Farmer, Miss Frances I society.
MILLER AND MR. BLAINE
Wilson, Mrs. Jimmy Robinson and
Mrs. George Williams is presi- day evening at 8 o'clock at the
Mrs. W. L. Polly, and the party ,
dent of the Murray Unit, which club house on Vine street.
A group of girls who spent the
was given at the home of Miss
fall quarter, together in the Home
Farmer on Main street.
Management house at
Murray
Garden flowers were used as
State College entertained with a
supper party Wednesday .evening decoration throughoui the rooms
honoring Miss Yvonne Miller and and the gifts were arranged on a
for
A for Ardery, B for Brown, C for caution — no
her fiance, Edward H. Blaine of beautifully appointed table
arrived.
Seattle.
Supper was servid al Miss Sammons when she
one else has a chance. Ardery is the star of hope
Dainty refreshments were served
fresco on the Home Mauagement
for a Democrat to join Barkley; he is competent,
house lawn, and an informal evene at the close of the informal evenwithout scars, ready to serve all Kentucky.
ing to Miss Sammons, Mrs. J. T.
ing was enjoyed.
Blaylock
Sammons.
Miss
Peggy
Brown is incompetent because of his nature is
Those present included Miss Milintolerant toward his opposition in the party. He
ler, Mr. Blaine, the hostess group Miss Claire Fenton, Miss Sal..
composed of Miss
Sara
Ruth Ruth Rhodes. Miss Lucy Lee. Mr,
will fight Democrats harder than Republicans. His
Fthodes, Mrs. Margaret Ruth Boaz, Ivan Futrell, Mrs. Eitgene Brewei
ambition
will be to fight those who oppose him in
Miss Joanne Fulton, and Miss Ruth Mrs. Aubrey Farmer, Mrs. J. I.
fr
his party.
Mrs.
Dewitt
Brown.
Mr,
Regan,
Ellen Wright, the house director,
Brownfield
anc1,.
Mr,
Magdalene
Brown
because
of
tbe--11-The Republicans want
Miss Woodward Byars, and their_
Carson,
dates.
cord he will create. They will through their side
•••
• ••

THE A—B—C PRIMARY SATURDAY

SHOWER'COMPLIMENTS MIS/
LOIS NEELY SAMMONS
MURRAY AUXILIARY AIDS
FRENCH CHILD
Miss Lois Neely Sammons, whose
marriage to Clyde Edwards of EvThe recently organized American
ansville, Ind., will take place on Legion Auxiliary Unit No. 73, has
Friday, was honoree at a sur- mailed food and clothing to their
prise
miscellaneous shower
on adopted French child, Collette DuTuesday evening. Hostesses were mas St Die, through a French aid
--._±

bake
Now Ican a monieng notice!
at

,

GARBAGE DISPOSAL
I am extremely happy to know that
Our city is on the verge of having a sanita,which we need
tion and disposal system;
so badly.
For the sake of your health and the
Protection of your families, I urge every
citizen of Murray to cooperate with this
system to the.fullest extent:
CALLOWAY COUNTY HEALTH
DEPARTMENT
J. A. OUTLAND, M. D., Health Officer
or

s.te

Murray Sanitation and
Disposal System

'1

TEA SHOWER HONORS
MRS. JARMAN

SAMPLE COPY TO BE PROVIDED FOR EACH SUBSCRIBER)
'Yourgarbage

will be collected every

Your trash will be collected every

'E

r

"Garbage" shall mean food wastes from kitchihs, dining rooms,
or similar places. All liquids shall be drained from such waste stuffs.
Garbage MUST be kept free from paper, cans, glass, and razor blades.
"Rubbish" shall mean paper, glass, cans, bottles, rags, ashes,
trimmings from lawns and shrubbery.
Both garbage and rubbish must be in SEPARATE containers before being picked up.
All containers and bundles shall be light enough for convenient
handling.
Dirt, Rocks, or materials from the demolition, alteration or con
struction of buildings will NOT be moved, unless arrangements are
made in advance_ This is not a part of the regular service.
All refuse containers shall be put out on curb or in a convenient
place on collection day, otherwise it will not be picked up. Your containers should be placed on the curb the night before or by 6:00 a.m.
on collection day.
,,,IIWA.,C7h.,klalarj
,WkiklakAJZAKARZZ.Maja

JikAMAkli

ed, please fill out

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Lewrence
iinnounce 'the marriage of their
daughter. Mary Louie to Ted Atkins of this county.
The ceremony took place in Missouri .1ol, 6

COUPON and mail
Telephone No.

to BOX 489, or call

I am interested ;- 'be Garbage Disposal System on:

hours of 1 :30 and

How women dm/ girls
may get wanted relief. I

7:00 P. M.

from functional periodic pain

YEARLY TERMS .

,

MONTHLY—TERMS

MITTMTIYIEMITIVIIIIPITIVranDiftittViirgriMil,

end

sanitation be obtained by yourself,
In order that the maximum benefit
your neighbors, and your city, it is important that the above rules be observed
carefully.
We thank you for your cooperation in helping to make our city a more
beautiful and healthful place in which to live.

Murray Sanitation and Disposal System
A. GREGORY HYDE

•
I will have 60 head of 100- to 125-pound Duroc
shoats to sell August 15; also several Jersey cows
with second calf.
In the Store we are receiving a lot of winter merchandise now — Blankets, Shoes and Rubber Footwear. Come in to see what we have to offer.

T. 0. TURNER
P. S.—We love the Valley for cheaper electricity
which the Moss Bill would deprive us of. John
Young Brown worked for the Moss Bill and for the
Utilities, and they are for Brown in this race Phil
Ardery fought the Moss Bill, that we might have
cheaper electricity.
T. 0. T.

•
\
nscir

As seen

in

Charm

Dodson's BIG
CHEQUES, a coat dress
with rounded shoulders,
careful detail, shiny
. nickel buttons. Block
check gingham in Pink/
Grey, Yellow/Grey. Blue
/Grey. 9/15...410.95
DOHS

129 - W - between

The first skirmish of a real fight in 1948 when
a real test of the Democratic party's new lease on
life will be decided. I feel that the best interest
of our country, espcially the South, is to keep a
Democratic majority in both houses, by electing
better men and keep our own house in order.
Consider Phil Ardery, his ability, his manners,
and above all his war record, when you go to the
polls Saturday. I have no political or personal idterest in him except as the best man for the job. I
have no promise or want no job for myself. Take
your choice, but VOTE. A light vote in Calloway
will be a handicap to all our institutions.

Mrs. L M. Overbey, Mrs. Er
14. Robbins, Mrs. K. C. Frazee and
Mrs. H. B. Bailey, Sr. were hostesses Tuesday afternoon to the
ladies of the First Christian church
when they entertained with a tea
shower honoring Mrs. R. E. Jarman.
A color scheme of pink, white
and blue was developed in the
decorations of the church basement
where the party was held. The
honoree was seated at a table
which held a centerpiece of summer flowers in the chosen colors.
The many lovely gifts were presented in a decorated carriage by
Bertha Young. favorite mammy of
the hostess group.
Punch, cakes, iced in the blue
and pink motif, and nuts were
served during the social hour. The
-lace covered tea table held a centerpiece of pink waterlilies encircled with miniature shoes filled
with pink rosebuds, delphinium
and. feverfew joined together with
narrow pink and blue satin ribbons. •
••••
I.AWRENCE-ATKINS
WEDDING ANNOUNCED

Address

weeks on your pantry shelf—always ready
for quick action whenever you need it. Get
Eleischrnann's Fast Rising Dry Yeast today.
At your grocer's.

Now, Helm or Vincent are good men but are not
quite in the running; so why lose a vote or jeopardize the party by voting for either of them or
either of the other four or five men who have no
chance and will probably lose us in November by
selecting an intolerant nominee.

\,

If you are interestName

Keeps for weeks on your pantry shelf
... ready for quick action
IF YOU BAKE AT HOME — Fleischmann's
Fast Rising Dry Yeast lets you make all the
fLackvio
delicious bread your family loves, quickly
... any time you want to.
foroxi.fc
Easy to use
. fast-acting ... Heise's(*nor
mann'tt Fast Rising stays full-strength for

of election officers to do what they can to nominate
Brown. They like to pick a weak man for the
Democratic nominee and their strongest man for
their nominee, and we must admit that' Ardery is
the man to cope with Cooper in November, so caution should be the watchword for Democratic
voters next Saturday.

Cardul Is a liquid medicine width
many women say has brought relief
from the cramp-llke agony and nervous strain of functional perlodlo
distress. Here's how It may help:
Taken like s. tonie
It should stimulate
appetite, aid dicestion,• thus help build rest=tance for the -time"
to come.
Started 5 days befor. your Woe", It
should help relieve
pain due to purely functional periodic causes.
Try Cardul. If it helps, you'll
be glad you did.

1

Loris Dodson's ANGEL

CAKE, a two-piece conAction complete with
race. Bustle-drape in
lick, peplum in front,
and a curvacious skirt.
Ihite Lonsdale pique.
Sizes: 7/15
$14.95

We have just returned from the St. Louis markets and
were able to obtain several wanted items of Summer
Merchandise

2

CARL E. VINCENT

Ska&ls Scott/s
"The Fashion Shop for Wonsea"
Y.-

_
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136 E. Washington St., Paris, Tenn. KEMP MOVING COMPANY op- !
erates in more than nalf of the,
Phone 979-W. day phone 3
United States. Van Service. Operates HI ArKansas.en uc y,,
REFRIGERATOR
SERVICE
FOR RENT-Furnished room downSINGER SEWING MACHINE repTennessee, Georgia, Mississippi.1
--A
stairs. near College. 301 N. 16th
resentative of Paducah will be in
Alabama. North Carolina. South
ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES
lp
St. Phone 676-M.
Murray each Thursday at the
Missouri.
Virginia,
FlorCarolina,
REPAIRED
FIRESTONE HOME AND AUTO
Indiana.
Iowa.
Louisida.
Illinois.
WASHING MACHINES
FOR RENT - Country home. 10
SUPPI.Y STORE. We are equipiana, Maryland, Michigan, New
•
minutes out north. recently decorped to repair any make machine.
York,.
Ohio,
OklahoJersey. New
HOUSE WIRING
ated inside--N. F. Lassiter, Alm),
Free estimates given; all work,
West
ma. Pennsylvania. Texas.
•
Ip
Route I.
All calls made prevVirginia, District of Columbia and
BARNETT ELECTRICAL &
iously will be taken care of promDeleware. Call 861 Daytime, 966 at FOR RENT- Furnished bedroom.
REFRIGERATION SERVICE
tI
ptly For service call 135,
Sept 46 private entrance. Gentelman prenight. Paris, Tenn.
104 N. 13th St.
Ip
ferred. ‘507 Poplar.
Williams
D.D.T. SERVICE-Walter
PHONE 633
INCREASE YOUR PROFITS WITH
Uand Sam Kelley are equipped and
CHICKS.
APPROVED
HELM'S
FOR RENT-Furnished apartment,
MEMORIALS
experienced in spraying house,
controlledOfficially pullorum
equipped,
furnace.
barn and other outbuildings for Calloway County Monument Com- Holder four world records- Of- electrically
41.
flies, mosquitoes and other annoy- pany. Vcster M. Orr, sales mana- ficial records over 300 eggs. Free, stoker heat;, for couple Phone
_
lc
m 'CateT--ger. Phone $6. West Main Street Brooding Bulletin -- 100 per cent Poplar St.
ing insects. We are
loway County and will appreciate ' Extended.
live arrival, postpaid - HELM'S FOR RENT-5-room house. See or
your business. Phone Murray Hat020-46p
CHICKS. Paducah. Ky.
call Vester Orr.
lc
chery, 336-J, or ,'alter Williams. UNWANTED ri A R REMOVED
face,
by
the
arms.
and
legs
ctf from
162- W
FOR RENT- 3- or 4-room apartModern method of Electrolysis WANTED- Mattresses to rebuild: approved by physicians. This Murray Marble & Oranne Works, ment. unfurnished. 101 North 12th
lc
We will pick up your old , mat- method is permanent a rid pain- East Maple St. near Depot. Tele- 600 Poplar St.
tresses and make them new. - less Cy,'rene Williams, R.N., Phone phone 121. Porter White and L D
FOR RENT-4-room furnished duS28 Outland. Managers.
Paris Mattress Cu., G. S Jackson, 11E-W
plex apartment. North 14th St.lc
Mrs Ethel Lassiter.
STREAMLINED WRECKER SERVICE. New equipment, 24-hour,
fast. dependable Wrecker Service.
Charges reasonab4 Day phone
97. Night phone it4-Porter Motory Company, Che rolet Sales and NOTI E-In accordance with Ken
tucky Whites. Sections 25.195 and
Service.
25.200. Notice is hereby given tha
.)rt of Albert Champion, set
a
RMERS &
ATTENTION
ment of accounts was on July 22.
d
h
STOCKMEN
1946. filed by Osro Butterworth.
cows and hogs removed promptly, adm., and that the same has been
trucks.
bed
approved
by the Calloway County
free of charge in steel
Call collect. Phone 591-Mr. Eira Court and ordered filed to lie over
Vance. Murray, Ky., agent for Ky. for exceptions. Any person desirtf ing to file any exception thereto
Animal By-Products Co.
will do so on or before August 2O.
POST WAR. As soon as available 1946. or be forever barred. Witness
my hand this 22nd day of July, 1946.
we will have a ccrrnpiete line of
By Lester Nanny. County Court
Westinghouse Electrical Appliance. Clerk, Calloway County. Ky. Agc
also complete line of Gas appliances to be used with Shellane BotSETTLEMENT NOTICE
tled Gas. Purdern Hardware, North
Anyone holding claims against
5th Street
the estate of R 0 Clark, deceased,
please file same, properly proven.
with J M Marshall. Adm., before
Aug 24. 1946
Age

For Rent

Services Offered

ruaranteed.

MONUMENTS

PLACE YOUR ORDER \VIII I

Notices

FITTS BLOCK AND TILE CO.

LIMESTONE BLOCKS
•We have 10,000 blocks, seasoned and
ready for use
•

FITTS BLOCK AND TILE CO.
Immediately East of Railroad on
East Highway
FEED....FEED'

Wanted

CUSTOM GRINEIG and MIXING EVERY DAY
I THE WEEK

•••-FOR SALE--Two nice young reg- FOR SALE-88-acre farm, 6 miles FOR SALE-Canning tomatoes. See
lp
istered Pointer dogs; two years north of Penny. on mail route. j a- T. Farley.
old, well stsrted. Also one L. C. gravel road. quarter mile from
Smith, double barrel bird gun church; most all level land. part FOR SALE: Apples. priced reasand 100 shells. J. M. Linn, Alc limed. 30 acres in timber. $4.2.A. onable. Bring containers. Milburn
-W. H. Heath, Benton, Ky.
lp Evans, 1 mile south of New Hope
FOR SALE-One set of new SimChurch off Concord Highway on
mons box springs, never used. FOR SALE-Electric 5-tube Emer- B. H. Grogan faint.
lc
regular size. Call 548-ft or 299. I son radio, price $15. Phone 665-W
Douglas Walker, 1620 Miller AveJ. M. THOMAS HAS VISITOR
FOR SALE OR RENT - A new
nue.
lp
stucco how..., 4 rooms. 2 closets and
----•
upstairs, half mile north oil Col- FOR SALE- A coal oil hot water
Mr. J. M. Thomas had an uhexlege from Five Points on 16th St. heater and 30-gallon tank; also a pected visitor last night, he said.
lp camp stove-Bryan Tolley.
A8c The visitor laroved to be the son
See J. E. Utterback.
of the Hon. Tom Logan. candidate
FOR SALE-A small English type FOR SALE-One 30-gallon hut wafor Senator. Mr. Logan had heard
saddle, suitable for child or small ter Milk. heater and fittings, late
of Mr. Thomas' anti-strike activities
1
adult. Call Phil Crawford at model. Phone 161.
and had sent his son on a visit of
I82-R.
lc
FOR SALE - One 3 months. old courtesy. Mr. Thomas said that
"Washington
FOR SALE-An electric refrigera- black and white cocker spaniel they both agreed that
Lewis. or be
tor. good condition. Telephone from registered litter. Phone 161. 1 must rule John .L.
ruled by him. as the nation wide
350-R
1p
FOR SALE
Boat with, outboard --AN APPRECIATION
FOR SALE-One 1936 V-8 Ford. 2- motor in excellent condition - .
door sedan. Motor just been overhauled. Telephone 402- H. E.
Broach.
lc
FOR SALE-40 acres land. 1 1-2
mile west of 'aylor's Store on Old
Concord road-James H. Foster. 1

TOMATOES- Lots of good ones.
35c per bushel. Bring containers
and you pick them-W. D. McKeel. 1 mile east of Murray on old
lp
Concord road.

FOR SALE-Five registered Duroc
shoats, both sex; also White Leg- FOR SALE-- Farm waguh and a
horn pullets-W. D. Perdue
A8p wood heating stove-Arvil Overlp
bey. Kirksey. Rt. 2.
FOR SALE - 6-foot refrigerator,
Emerson
electric
radio, table FOR SALE- Warm morning hot
water heater with tank and conmodel: heavy roll top office desk
1
and stool. Inquire at Chevrdlet nections. Call 569.
Lunch.
lc
FOR SALE: If you need sawdust.
write James G. Byers. Hardin,
FOR SALE-One enameled dinette
suite, gate-leg table. 4 chairs, and Ky., Route 1. '20 barrels, $1000
All oak dust.
lp
buffet, tin good condition; 1 library table; 1 kitchen cabinet:
FOR SALE- 6-room brick house.
9x12 wool rug; several chairs. 712
basement does not leak, electric
West Main-Mrs. Solon Higgins. 1
hut water heater, lots of built-in
FOR SALE-New Coolerator ice re- cabinets, hardwood floors; lot size
frigerator and one used pre-war 75x253 -feet: priced reasonable. ,,Loice refrigerator - Johnson Ap- cated on Payne Si, just east of
Catholic
lc North 12th St., near
pliance Co.
church. Will sell refrigerator or
CLEARANCE SALE- Straw hats all of furniture to the buyer. See
at one-half price-Firestone Horn.5 W. Ft. Hall.
lc
lc
and Auto Supplies.
•
FOR SALE-40 acres rich level
land, .fine timber and shade; 5
rooms and bath complete except
tub, fine water; outbuildings. 1 1-4
miles from Murray High School
on 16th St. Possession at onceFt A. Jones. owner, Route I. Mur1
ray. Ky.

WAND TO BUY - I will buy
your old antique oil 'lamps or will
Let•us grind and mix your home grown grains with our electrify them for you. Veterans
40 per cent Protein Supplement for good results at a reds- and their families living in trail- CUT FLOWERS. CORSAGES and
ers and small "houses are needing
Doable cost.
FUNERAL DESIGNS-Hole Flowfans. If you have an old fan that er Shup, South 15th Street. Phone
We have a large capacity mill (with magnetic separa- could be repaired and passed on
tf
tor for removing all foreign matter from your feed). Good to them. call Hime Service Store. 479.
mixing.
experienced men to do your custom grinding and
tic FOR SALE-Complete set of butch1212 W. Main St Phone 588.
FOR SALE--Hot water heater with
8x10 walk-in
er shop fixtures
1
I WANT TO BUY typewriters, add- cooling box and compressor; 10- 30- gallon tank. Call 37.
ROSS' "STANDARD" BRAND FEEDS ARE
ing machines, cash registers and foot McCray case. scales; two
ALWAYS HIGHEST QUALITY
FOR SALE- GI cottage on Mulused office furniture. - Kirk A. blocks: slicer: sausage mill-Rayberry between South 11th and
20 per cent Laying Mush (Print Bags).
phone mond Wilson Grocery. Phone 23.
Pool, 509 Main St., or
12th St. 75x150 lot. level: 2 bed40 per cent Protein HOG SUPPLEMENT.
60.
AI c rooms, unfinished attic, hardwood
Paris. Tenn.
17 per cent Protein Hog Fattener.
floors, Price $500 down and apTRUCKERS. FLEET OPERATORS.
16 per cent Protein DAIRY RATION.
FOR SALE-House and 4 acres: proximately
$2600 monthly paychange to Ward's Rayon Truck
lights, water, complete batelecYOU CAN PAY MORE MONEY FOR FEED BUT YOU i Tires. In a truck tiro. it's lowest tric hot water heater: oil Mbace Merits-C. L. Sharliorough Phone
lc
CAN'T BUY A BETTER FE8I) THAN "STANDARD" • cost per mile that you are after Double garage. chicken house; new 72 or 154.
That's what you get in Riverside
RAND FEEDS
refurniture, electric stove and
FOR SALE-12-acre plac$; 4-room
Rayons
We have in stock for
also
welding shop house. 3 upstairs: wired for lights.
frigerator:
immediate delivery sizes from
equipment: 5 miles west on 'Lynn all under good fence See Ethel
600-20 6-ply'to 1100-20 12-ply Call
Alp Rogers at Coldwater.
Grove Highway.
A8p
or come in to see Earl Jacobs at
Tel.
101
North
Third
110
Street
Montgomery Ward. Mayfield. Tel- FOR SALE-Practically new InterCARD OF THANKS
ephone 801
A22c
national end gate lime spreaderWe wish to express our heart"SEE ROSS FOR SEED"
A15c felt thanks to all our neighbors and
See Max B Hurt.
PIANO WANTED-Apartment size
friends for the many kind thoughts
or spinnet Must be in good con- PIANOS-New Spinets $465. Conextended to us during the recent
1 p sole Wurlitzer. 44 inches high.
dition Phone 780-R
illness and death of our dear fa$365
Kimball. looks like new, ther. Mr. John B. Walker: also do
with bench, $185. and many other we thank Dr. Hale, Rev. Lloyd Wilgood buys. Two good pianos at son. the Max H Churchill Funeral
695 each -Haiiry Edwards. 426 So. home: and all the friends and lovCORSAGES. CUT FLOWERS and '6th St.. ...Paducah. Ky. Phone
ed ones who gave the floral of-'
FUNERAL DESIGNS-Huie Flo;- ;443.
' A8p ferings
May God's richest blep..er Shop. South 15th St. PhoneFOR SAL -Six-room brick Souse. ings rest on each and everyone is
479.
near College and City Park; full our prayer.- -The Children.
FREE DIRT - On Vine between
size basement that does not leak;
11th and 12th See B L or Leon shower in basement: electric hot
Cithey
Ip
water heater. Bath on first floor:
built-in cabinets, select hardwood
srith quirk art "I. cooling soothing Liquid
floors throughout. Best bur in
1. V A.G0 Also Or POISON OAK, chigger
So...,
or mosquito Mr*. Itchiog bro.
Private
town
Quick possession
o •••• co/ Wrier
r Pinsors
Fort
roars or poor.. Mr dog (be pores 1.04
'owner. Cash or terms. Phone 34-J
at Drug Starr or by roll row STUTIS
LOST OR STRAYED-White faces - -W R. Hill.
Mc
LABORATORIES. FLORENCE. ALA.
male calf. 350 pounds. strayed
from pasture at Faxon July 26Wayne Dyer. Rt. 3.
1p

For Sale

Frank Holcomb at Porter Motor
lc

C.

Gospel Meeting
GREEN PLAINS
CHURCH OF CHRIST

Lost and Found

AUGUST 4 - 11

Sunday 10:45 a.M. and 8:00 p.m._
Daily 3:00 p.m. and 8:00 p.m.

COME AND ENJOY THE
MEETING WITH US

•
HORSE SHOEING
at
Your Home Or At
My Shop

VACATION

Auto Tip...

Check Up
Before You Start!

F. L. Knight & Son
2 Miles East of Town
Call 684-M 2

Murray Live Stock Company

If you are one of the many who, for the first
time in years, are planning vacation motor trips in
take our advice:
pre-war cars

The Best Market in West Kentucky

•

SUPER
CHEVROLET
SERVICE

AUDREY W. SIMMONS, Owner

SALES EACH TUESDAY AT 2:00 O'CLOCK

' Plan your tour fo1 shorter daily runs
than you used to tak , so that you won't
have to drive fast on old tires.

SALES REPORT FOR JULY 30, 1946
Total head sold

.

.

633

Good . Quality Fat
15.00- 16.50
Baby Beeves
12.00- 16.00
• 9.00- 12.50-,
Fat Cows
A. .00, 8.50
Canners and Ct-ft*rs,
7(.0-0- 13.50'
•••
Bulls
5"((.00-150.00 •
Milk Cows, per head
'19.01)
Beet Spring Lambs
*.
Medium Spring Lambs 12.00,-17.00.
Throwouts •
7.00-- 11.54
_.

180 to 270 pounds

22.60

'150 ‘
t o 175 pounds

20.00

275 ,to. 350 pounds

2240

"Rouglis,'

THIS FLOUR IS CHEAP25-1b. bag Exclusive Flour ... $1.31
25-lb. bag Yukon's Best Flour $1.35
25-lb bag Freeburg's Best
$1.35
Flour
ZS-lb. bag Snowbuddy Flour. $1.35
25-lb. bag Tasty Biscuit Flour $1.35
99c
A good 5-tie Broom
$1.15
A good Dust Mop-150
1 lb. Canova Coffee in paper. 32c
35c
1 lb. t'anova Coffee in glass
22c
1-113. box Calif. Prunes
25c
1 can No. 2 Apple Sauce
1 can Tangerine or Orange
25c
Juice
10c
1 can Pard Dog Food
1 can No. 2 1-2 Sweet
23c
Potatoes

Murray, Ky.

65c PER LB.
COUNTRY HAMS

Nl

•

MONARCIII,I
Finer Juices

WALLIS & SON GROCERY

Orone.1. Grapefruit..,

Telephone No. 4

esessoketsr.O.anips

4
AT YOUR DEALERS

CALIFORNIA SEEDLESS

WE KNOW OUR L,V_
GROCERIES,
SO DO YOU!
AND THAT IS
WHY YOU
BUY THEM,

XPERttSICE
NOWLEDGE

29c

LARGE EARS
Each
ORN

5c

C

,
)

-rocs/

Lb

RAISINS

Ak
T
vi

GREEN

BEANS 2 lbL 25c
CABBAGE

QUAUTY

No

HOMINY

Pound
5c
1-2 can

2

17'
45c
39c

No. 2 1-2 can in Syrup
FRUIT COCKTAIL
IRISH POTATOES No. 10 Pounds White or Red
10 Pounds
GREAT NORTHERN BEANS
GOLDEN ROD
4, .49
25 Pounds
FLOUR
LARGE ROLLS
Each
TOILET TISSUE
10c
Pint
MOLASSES GRANDMA'S OLD FASHIONED
25c
5 Pounds STRAINED '2"
HONEY.PURE
GRADE-A
SLICED
Pound
BACON
59c
GRADE-A
Pound
BEEF STEAK ROUND
49c
GRADE-A
Pound
BEEF ROLL ROAST
40`
50-POUND CAN
PURE LARD Stock Limited
$19-50
BEST GRADE
35c
Pound
BOLOGNA

Phone 97

West Maple Street

',,5"''''

•
--'s' •

a

•
•••••••••••• .11••••••

Rudolph Thurman, Owner

Telephone 130

•

-

••••74*.'

,.••••
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•
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FOR NICE

ECONOMY SELF SERVICE

PORTER MOTOR COMPANY

• •

WE PAY

STILL THE BUSIEST PLACE IN TOWN

19.40 Down
• .

Da 11

HAMS WANTED

PAYING 35c CASH FOR EGGS

Have your car thoroughly checked over,
tuned up and adjusted before you leave.
Little faults (such as a slipping fan belt,
worn brake shoes and countless others)
can readily develop into major difficulties before your vacation trip is ended..

HOGS

WA
man
"iodic
form
under
Ruy
He is
onorre
piresid
Bank
Gee
die
izer
Mead
ton,
the
der ti
try n
Board
visory
War

Friday & Saturday Specials

T. J. Bell's Grocery

HEAT

CHARLIE,TAYLOR, Evangelist
CLARENCE MAYFIELD. Song Leader

OPJ
BY

LOOK! LOOK!
See For Yourself

We would like to express our
thanks to the many friends .and
neighbors for their expressions of
sympathy during the illness and
death of our mother. Mrs. Eddie
Hodges. The words of comfort,
the flowers, the deeds of kindness,
and the many messages and visits
helped to make the hours of sorrow easier to bear. May God's
richest blessings be yours now and
in times of sorrow and trouble406 So. 5th St.
The Family.

ROSS FEED COMPANY

Miscellaneous

"Al
omit:
placo

strikes have so hindered.,.re-conversion, and unless curbed, will
steadily grow worse".
Mr. Thomas has a letter, also,
from Congressman Gregory advocating anti-strike legislation.

•

•-

-

_•"SiErILI7g•WrittW-7'="r5,_

"A letter from home" to those here and far
away — from friends in Calloway County — A
place of good neighbors and progressive citizens
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s also,
• advo-

OPA DECONTROL BOARD IS NAMED
BY PRESIDENT TRUMAN JULY 27

Jr

WASHINGTON— President Tru- board • members would be "men
man Saturday named the men of j in whose judgment and fairness
"judgment and fairness" who will!.the Congress and the country
form the decontrol board set up will have complete confidence."
under the new Price Control Act:
He told his news cOnference, too,
Roy L. Thompson. chairman. that he aimed at an unpackeil
He is a southern banker and ec- jury.
onomics professor and has been
The OPA meanwhile gave inpresident of the Federal Land dustry and consumers their first
Bank of New Orleans since 1938. clear view of sweeping exempGeorge M. Mead. He is a mid- tions which' removed about half
dle western industrialist, organ- of all food products from price
izer and board chairman of the control under the OPA revival
Mead Pulp & Paper Cu., of Day- act.
ton, 0.
He was chairman of
Ceilings
are
knocked
out,
the industrial advisory board un- Price Administrator Paul Porter
der the NRA and later an indus- revealed, on all items containing
try member of the War Labor 20 per cent or more by volume
Board and members of the ad- of meat, poultry and eggs, dairy
visory board of the 'Office of products, or cotton seed and soy-„
War Mobilization.
bean derivaties.
The law bars
Daniel W. Bell.
A veteran ceilings
on
anything made in
Treasury e Department official, he "substantial
part" from
these
finally b4eNkme acting director of farm products and OPA decided
the budget and Treasury under- 20 per cent is "substantial."
secretary, resigning to take a poThis lifts the price lid from
sition with a Washington bank. most mayonnaise, salad dressings,
These men, receiving Senate con- margarine and vegetable shortfirmation Monday, will have the enings; animal gelatin and lard;
final say on what items shall or canned
powdered
chicken and
shall not be under price ceilings eggs, butter,
cheese
and ice
and, they will be paid at the rate and soy flour and bread.
of $12,000 a year.
The decontrol board is charged BABY S'TEWART FLIES
Mrs. R. C. Stewart and baby.
with determining whether meat,
dairy products and the other Rebecca Jane. are leaving today by
items conditionally exempt from plane for San Antonio, Tex. where
ceilings shall continue free of they will reside. Captain Stewart
is instructor in the Army Air
controls after August 20.
Mr. Truman, in his message Corps. This trip is baby Rebecca's
to Congress after signing the bill first plane ride. She is just five
Thursday, had promised that the weeks old.

$1.31
$1.35

. $1.15
$1.35
or $1.35
.
99c
- $1.15
ir
32c
35e
22c
25c
25c
10c
23c

:cry

xy, Ky.
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E. C. Jones Receive
Honor In Paducah

a

WHY BUY OR USE A

•

VACUUM CLEANER?
When REXAIR CONDITIONER and
HUMIDIFIER
will do every phase of cleaning the only sanitary

E. C. Jones was the guest of
honor July 10 at a special dinner
in the Irvip Cobb Hotel, Paducah,
in observance of his 25th anniversary with the
Home Insurance
Company. Mr. Jones has served
all these years in Murray. The
actual birthday was Jan. 21, 1946,
but the event was not celebrated
until later.
- Mr. Jones was given a framed
certificate and a silver plaque for
his valuable 'Service with the organization.
E. H. Kenneciy, Elizabethtown,
state agent, arid D. P. Peel, Benton,
and other company officers were
in attendance. Those from Murray who attended the event were:
Guy Billington. Owen Billington,
Conn Moore, Galen Trevathan. and
Claud Miller, all members of the
Murray
Insurance
Agency
of
which Mr. Jones is a, member, end
Dr. C. H. Jones, his brother; and
R. H. Falwell. Wayne Sullivan,
Paduceih, nephew of Mr. Jones,
was present.

/AT LEAST 11 DIE IN COLLISION
OF MISSISSIPPI FgRRY,BARGES
13 Passengers
On Ferry Saved
CARL'THERSVILLE, Mo., July
29--At least 11 persons are belieyed to have perished in the collision
of the Mississippi river ferry "Big
Chief' and a barge train- a half
mile north of here. last night.

NO DIRTY BAG TO EMPTY!
•

MORRIS G. COBB, 1219-J, Mayfield, Ky.,
or write Box 464
for FREE DEMONSTRATION anct be convinced

Call

Those
missing
were trapped
when the automobiles in which
they were seated slid from the
deck of the ferry into the treacherMr. and Mrs Jess Guy of Carous current of the muddy Mississippi. At least five vehicles and uthersville.
L. L. Green of Caruths.rville.
their occupants plunged into the
river.
Thirteen ferry passengers Circuit Court clerk of Temiscut
county.
were saved.
Jim Ed Kelly, 12.
Aaron House of Ridgley, Tenn..
Robert Wood. 22, of Carutherswas the only survivor of a party of
ville.
four in his car. His companions.
Don Michael Myers. 19 months.
Miss Janie Eastwood, 21, her brothsun of Mr. and Mrs. Geoffrey W.
er, Robert Eastwood. 23, and Miss
Elder J. Garvin Smith, Ft.
Myers.
Ann Hopson. 21, all of Cronanville.
Sumner, New Mexico, formerly of
Tenn., .are among the missing.
this county, and son of Mr. and
The accident occurred at 9:20
Mrs. J. Wilson Smith. will conduct
a revival meeting at the Pleasant
p.m. just 50 yards from the MisValley Chutch of Chrisr The
souri shore as the tug-propelled
meeeting will begin August 4 and
'erry neared completion of its trip
continuee through the following
rrom the Tennessee side. week.
The skipper of the ferry-62Mr. Smith is visiting his parents
year-old Charles Edward Hendrix
A. W. Morris, manager of the
—said that the barges, laden with Calloway County ,Soil improve- here this week and through next
12.000 barrels of crude oil, were ob- ,ment Association, has been receiv- week.
scured by the shadow of the shore- ing special publicity recently by
MAYFIELD. Ky, July 29—Mem- line. He said he saw the tugs that newspaper
and radio for his work
bers of the West Kentucky Electri- had the barges in tow "but I never
In improving a farm he purchased
fication Association in a meeting did see the barges"
last year.
here Saturday voted to extend the
"He hit me right behind the pilot
He paid $625 for 43 acres- of
association's borrowing power from house."
The impact, he said, worn-out hill land in the spring
Murray Woodmen of the World
$1.500,000 to $5.000,000. a move threw him aboard the barge, probof 1945. On this farm he spread *Camp 592 held regular meeting
which George Knight, local REA ably saving his tete.
$170 worth of fertilizer and seed, July 25 and voted to send repremanager. said would enable the
Earl W. Rakers, 46-year-old tug- and planted 26 acres in wheat, sentatives to a National Drill team
organization to serve every appli- boat pilot ore duty at the time of
making his total investment $795. • encampment which will be held at
cant now on record in Graves, the crlish. said that just before his
The wheat prodund this year sold Myrtle Beach, S. C., September
Calloway, Marshall and Carlisle two .barges collided with the fer- for $773.
5-9 inclusive.
counties.
ry:
Mr. Morris is coc;perating with I
At the same meeting a large
The vote , in favor of the move, "I started fighting my wheel
to the TVA in demonstratingg the ' group of candidates were voted
was staggering with 2100 going clear him on the outside.
But it Value, of fertilizers in increasing into the lodge and were initiated.
along with the proposal and only didn't work, it was a dead hit__
crop yields.
Iced refreshments were served.
one casting a dissenting vote.
The association voted 746 to 82
in favor of the move on July 13
but a quorum was not present, necessitating calling another meeting
At the present time the cooperative serves 4,000 farmers' homes,
according to Knight.
Approximately 3,000 are on the waiting list
for approval.

A. W. Morris Makes
Good On Faral

West Kentucky
REA Increases
Borrowing Power

Better66Ways!
NEW PERFO1MANCE-100-horsepower V-11— the
most powerful engine ever placed ins low-priced car.

And
5c

NEW ECONOMY—Improved manifold, cooling,
Ignition and carhuretion raise fuel mileage to new
high levels. New type four ring pistons give Improved oil economy.

can

7c
5c

NEW SAFETY—Dusky, oversize hydraulic brakes
on the new Ford provide quick, quiet, straight in.
line stops with toe-tip pressure!

Cutchin Stadium

Leeion today was less than 24.000
memberships from doubling its enrollment in 12 months.
The official national "audited
1946 membership on July 18, 1946,
3.230.526. This represented a
gain of 1.603.544 since July 18,
1945. The record-breaking score
is:
July 18, 1946 membership- 3.230.526
July 18, 1945 membership 1.626,982
Gain in 12 months _
1.603.544
Number of posts
-July 18. 1946
14,975
.
Gain in 12 months
in new posts
2.545
World War H
membership
68": of total

A demonstration on the use of
boats on the Kentucky Lake with
the idea of Hie preservation is
seheduled to be held at Higgins
Boll Dock Sept. 5 at 1:30 pm. This
information was released Friday
morning at the Red Cross room by
Arnold Winkenhoffer. assistant - dt4
rector of safety. Atlanta. Ga.
The school children of the -en.
tire county will be special guests,
and the public is invited to watch
Red .Cross officials demonstrate the
use of life belts, and show what
to do when 'a boat is capsized, or
A public address system will be
used so that the audience may
hear while the program is being
enacted in the water.
Mr. Winkenhoffer stated • that
many in the area of the lake have
life belts, and who had never tried
them to see if they worked. He
stated that the Red Cross was anxious to teach the public how to
save lives when on the water and
when a boat is overturned or
sunk.
Persons presei1 tn the meeting
Friday were: C rles Montgomery,
superintendent of rural property of
TVA. Paris. Tenn.: G. R. Davis. industrial safety official, TVA. Paris.
-Tenn., Leon Grogan. attendance
officer. W. Z. Carter, superintendent of Murray Schools. Kirk Pool.
sports dealer, Mrs. Tom Rowlett,'
athletic instructor. Mrs. Bea Melsa-.
gin, executive secretary. Red Cross,
and Mrs. George Hart, editor of
the Ledger and Times.
--

Print Finishing and
Developing

DONELL STUDIO
203 SOUTH SIXTH ST.
Phone 387

I

.49
oc-

Murray State College

August,__5 - 6 8:00
••.4.e..1=P.MM.MMIN.4M•••••Ovir...•:•

411M.,••••

General
Admission
$1.10

9c

.69

Watch Leglon Growl.
----Indianapolis, Ind.----The American

Red Cross at Lake

11SE SHOW

1SS

5c

LEXINGTON, Ky.. July
25
KentuCky banks have an unusual
opportunity
for
making
new
friends through GI loans, George
Hart, vice president of the Bank
of Murray. said here today.
In a talk before the closing session of the three-day spring conference of the Kentucky Bankers
eikesocietion, Hart-said.
:'
"We have made numerous loans
to returning World War II vetcrane. and made friends for our
bank in each loan." He said a
bank in any county with a sizeable
veteran
population would
well
make GI loans.
Frances X. Pavesich. Washington,
chief of the Veterans' Administration loan guaranty service, discussed technical points involving the
problems confronting banks making GI loans.
Robert
E. Hatton, Louisville,
general counsel for the association
commented on legislation affecting
Kentucky banks as passed by the
last General Assembly.

Murray W.O.W. To
Attend N
i ttitil Meet ,,:was

Following a canning demonstration to Negro members of homekers' clubs in Madison county,
12 quarts ef greens. 5 quarts of
peas and two hens were canned

•

5c

right broadside."
He said his crew rescued about
11 persons using life preservers and
ropes.
Known dead was Jerry Vickers.
5. In the- arms of his mother. Mrs
Claude Vickers. Jr., of Caruthersville, the unconscious child was
pulled from the river but efforts
to revive him failed. His six-yearold brother, Larry, is missing.
Among others listed as missing
are:

Calloway County

way . . . through water!

9'

Murray Banker Is Safe Use of Boats
Convention SpeOet To Be Shown by

Eld. J. G. Smith
To Hold Meeting

Box Seats
Reserved
50c Extra

Children
Under 12
50c
—

•••••. Amp. •1M.,••.•

Sc

$1,460 PRIZE MONEY. TROPHIES, RIBBONS

1.98

19c
•••.,mo.

9c

NN,

•
•Smartly styled and packed with young ideas the
new Ford's 'way out front in everything. Better in
66 ways-this Ford combines even greater luxury, comfort and economy with the.flashing performance of a
100-horsepower V-8 engine-the most powerful ever introduced in the low-price field.•
•It's the Relent Ford
ever built because of its welded all-steel body and oversize hydraulic brakes that stop the car on a dime.
And Ford's slow-action cushion springs tame the toughest road!• One ride will explain the sensational
swing to Ford for '46-.11 car well vO)rtli waiting for!

1.50

15c

Make Your Plans To Attend
and Bring Your Friends
Enter Your Horse: Send All Entries to JIM MOORE, Murray State College

•

•
•

You'll

like

the

roomy

comfort

in

THE

FORD

IN

YOUR

Retail Merchants ofMurray and Calloway -COunty.

Stokes-Billington MotacCompany
East Main Street

30

Horse Show Sponsored by

FUTUREI

, Phone 170
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THE WORLD AT YOUR DOOR - Jim

THE LEDGER & TIMES
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Tirnes-Herald, Oct. 20, 1928, and The West Kentuckian, Jan. 17, 1942.
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By ALLEN HADEN

.officially
President Truman wilt
declare the war at an end in August. according to some insiders
around Washington.... There used
to be the story that a man and . his
wife agreed that when they had a
quarrel. the one who stopped arguing first was probably rightese
THE KENTIneICY rarss AS:40(1.4'110N
Anna-Jr:et:me of the -.mom •imAUDIT BUREAU OF CIRCULATIONS
: portant things to farmers in the
official ending of the war, ia that
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising. Letters to the Editor
we'll know how long the
then
interest
best
not
for
the
our
opinicn
is
which
in
er Public Voice items
Steagall price support annerlment
at our readers
will last.
. • •

44trf
?Ple/14/114,
ore mode in EQLS4Rac
South Artierica. The native
weavers dip them frequently in running
water to keep_ the
straw moist during
the weaving
- -

NATIONAL EDITORIAL_

(ASSOCIAT

School Survey Ordered By Governor

HEART THO6GHTS EY

S. I. HAYAKAWA
is recognIzed as one of
the leading authcrities
on the
ENGLISH LANGUAGE

at 103 North Tomah St. Murray, Ky.

Entered at the Post Office. Murray. Kentucky. for Transmission as
Second -Class Matter.
Subscription Rated -In CalloWay and Adjoining Counties,
*200 a Year: In Keteeeek: $2 5.0 Flsewhere. $3.00_

Hutley

Ca nod n born

.
W. PERCY WILLIAMS, PUBLISHER
JAMES C WILLIAMS. GENERAL MANAGER
MRS GEORGE HAIM EDITOR

*MEN MVO CO NOT MAKE
ADVANCES no WOMEN APE
APT TO BECOME V/CT/MS
TNE WOMEN WNO)
TO
MAKE" ADVANCE

STEAGALL AMENDMENT. It
provides government support for

A survey of public education was ordered by the Gov- farm products at 90 per cent of
reivw
ernor last week. Within less than a decade the State has parity «except for cotton which
,
0.15' •
doubled its expenditures for schools, and the interests of gets 921e per cent of parity) for
wens
the
years
after
• tax sayer. parent. and pupil moved Governor Willis in call- two calendar
ing for,a professional audit of achievement or lack of it in official end.
Forest fires in U.S. each
If President Truman does ofKentucky classrooms.
year destroy more,trec;
ficially
the war in August as
That isietwacryie may'
The firm employed by the Governor is Griffenhagen these insiders say, price suppon
than
are harvested j',./
beseavelal 1483 out of
& Associates of Chicago. Its findings will be, it es pre- will therefore leaf until December
12,215 government Clerks
for lumber
sumed. wholly above suspicion of political or personal in- 31: 1948.
in washington had
fluence anywhere in the -field of inquiry.
accidents while
at work
The survey is estimated to require from five to six MEANING. This assurance is inin I
months and will cost $19,000. The Staff ot, halta dozen valuable for some farm products.
technical men, With the appropriate number of clerks and Maints. it gkes 24 months for a
_
diecuesien of %%hate to be done r
slenographers. will be directed by Dr. Charles C. Reaves, full
Ti.t. by _Fume's r.lueaticosal Tusad
V. 3. Weather Il 0 r a,(-1,a .7t
regarding price-support. acreage,
Washington. D. C.. and Dr. Wallace Ludden: Rome. New full production. etc. Especially it
•
York. '
will be valuable to farmer, AS a
To be surveyed are the University of .Kentucky. Lex- custom against the expected deflaingttin the four teacher training schools- at Morehead. tion to folloo the present inflation
Richmond. Bowling Green and Murray; the State Depart- of prices.
"
ment of Education, and several representative common
53
SCIENCE AND POTATOES. You
school districts out in the state.
peication and certenter col- • WIten the
,ns desiring t
neiere can 'tell when toe Depart-.
The. Griffenhagen survey will cover both fiscal and ment "of Agriculture is. going to leee uhder the provisions of the ified copy of dischage is received
academic matters. The contract specifically mentions such turn up something new from their Servicemen's Readjustment Act of '
it the _Regional (ffbce of 'the Vet; erens Administratioe a Certificate
• objectives a -organization structure& administrative pol- scientific investigations. Seems
G.I.
the
known
as
(commonly
it Entitlement and Eligibility. V.
icies and practiCes. procedures, personnel administration, now that while investigating sweet Hei4
make ale . A. R,ehebilitation Form 1953, will
U.oiequipment- and other properties, and plant mainte- potatees for sta'r:h. the USDA also Bill of Riphtei should
plication to the Regional Office . ne prepared'and forwarded to the
nance.," Griffenhagen and Associates. have been consul- found that dehydrated sweet pota- of
Veterans Administration in the applicant. The applicant should
toes
werefine
livestock
feedeeds
tants in ptiblic administration and finance for 35 years,
good as corn and a boon to those state which they gave as their ; retain the certificate. Form 1953.
with heati4siiirters in Chicago and branch offices in Wash- areas in ;he South where corn permanent address at the time until he or 0:she is ready to enifigton. New York. and Boston.
. •
doesn't do stone
,
:ell but sweet pota- they were discharged or released . roll in college and then the cerTheir activities include the survey and installation of toes are high yielders. USDA even from the military servicen of the ; tificate should be presented to the
Veterans Counselor at the colfundamental refoinss in every branch, and sub branch of goes out on a limb and save that United States.
The application blank. V. A. Re- inge.
general government_ on national. stale, and local scaleS. so much feeding value is retained
It is recommended thet veterans
Form 1950. may .be obAmong-their clients are the FeciJrarGbvernment, the War that the southern acres. are A hebilitation any
Veterans Contact who plan to attend college make
tamed at
Roild
fur
nivestock
as
the
neert
of
Depariment:most of the Staleand.rnajor.cities, and thous-Representative's Office. Veterans- their - application immediately and
inds of splatter political units. The last major project in the Corn Belt.
Regional not :Wait until the date they plan
-Looks like a new industry in the Guidance Center or the
ii-tkurvey
Gov-.
of the State
Kentucky by the company was
Office of the Veterans' Administre to enroll. By having the CertifiSouth
h
ernnient during the :idministration of the latC Governor
non at Lexington.' Ky. The ap- rate of Entitlement and Eligibility
Ruby. Laffoon. back in the early 1930's. It behooves every PARADES IN WASHINGTON. plice.tion must be accompanied by issued before enrolee in college,
in re.
Kentuckian to follow the survey and to study the final out- Washington had two apanking p.- a certified copy of the veterans considerable tirm. is sa
discharge or release from the mill- ceiving the initial monthly stabcome very careully.
rides recently. One was of Jewish
States'
sistenee allowance. _
tary services of the United
_
veterans protesting- the way the

Vets Planning College Education/
Urged to Make Application Now

sire Of 'the officer's family ei pre- British government is acting in
vailing ekchange rates_
ebout
Palestine.
Eleven
Travel and
and shipping expenees are paid by rnenths ego Pr. sident Truman sugthe Goverriment when an offkV!' gested that 100.000 homeless Jews
la - raveling under. orders.
in Europe be ellowed to settle
Veteraes maY obtein applications there. A oat=«ea lOrt composed of
• rgirosi
11,5 t
for designation to take. the written Brttiahers and Americans recomDepartment •sers ire Officer
«xerninetion from Civil Service Re- mended the same thing No soap.
American I g ion of Kentucky
gional Offices. offices of the Veter- The fleetest; terve been doing quite
Lexington Kenturk%
ans Acirranntration colleges and a bit et sheeting of Jews in Palesuniversitien-And the Department tine and they've nee there some of
FOREIGN SFR' It 1 01F-1( FRS
of State Washington. 25. D C. the strongist concenenation cerrips
te nor-e we
, ..•, •
Men and women net in service of tb pose-aver world. '5
• • c
member, of tem Armed Forces nen- get application blanks through
May be eligib:e for erepiejeeent as •: • r Cemmanding Officers.
HAPPIER _The ether perede ens a
.F «reigr. Setvice Officers, accord'Much happier one It was of the
f
•
'fig to the US Ink partment
442nd Regiment composed « rereny
Service wr State. A special
of Niset or Americans of Jepeinese
en_ _ ter, examination. will be hied
,
des.cent. Then.: boys are eilln Callleptembia.30 and Ceteber I. 1948,1 Th., column is published weekly ed 'The Chrietreas Tree Brigade**
4«..)r those who can qu «lify Candi- Ithenigh the cooperatein of this «,n account of their mkny decora:fetes who are succesaful +771 the paper Quest us should be mailed teens
This outfit '.collected 3.600

Ex-Service Men's
News

t
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N eterans'Corner

Murray Route V

Mtn and Mrs. Henry Holton. mar-1
ried July 20, have; started housekeeping in an apartment in the
home of Mr. and Mrs. W. Z. Carter. Among th:ir "musts- for a
successful venture in home making is a subscription to the Ledger
and Times. We heartily commend
them on this selection as it is an
item that will give them the iiews
and complete_line of the best buys
on the market in, the form of advertising . . . The Holtons have
our best avishes for a long and
thippy life.
• 17 e

The tourist trade at the- Mammoth Cave reported an increase
of visitors for the year ending
June 30 tit 128 per cent, according
to the park superintendent. That
is a national park. A state park
couldn't expect to have the advantages that are attached to 'a
federal project. But we do need
to -concentrate on the development of our own Kentucky Lake.
Private, enterprises will have a
lot to. do. with, the attractions and
accommodation
for the public
and vocation seekers.
•• •

_

Princeton's third annual Horse
Show. schedulen for the nights
of August 8, 9 and 10 in Butler
, is deetined
High School Stadium*
to be one of the most brilliant
equine events ever produced in
western Kentucky, W. C. Sparks,
,ceairman, said this week.

r--

With entries from leading"stables
of eight states, including Murray
horses, already sent in,- patrons of
this show are assured stellar corn.
petition and full rings in all 28
events, Mr. Sparks said.
Cash prizes in .the championship
events are $350 for the five-gaited
winner, $350 fer the walking horse
victor and $20d for the champion
thrce-gaited horse.
All box seats were sold out in
mid-July and there is a strong demand for reserved seats, it was
annpunced this week. The stadium Will take care of about 2500
and sponsors belieye, from present indications, large attendance lit
in prospect.

5(

•

•

4

A teat fine' rain fell here More
day for almost two hours We stilt
.
hear of droutb in perts of Teemse „and Kentucky.
P. Giles of •C.« mp
-1 P
Pfc. .Romu.a
LeJeune. N C. is home on fuan
•
h«ugh.
Mr. and Mrs. Aught Adams
dinner
Sunday
were
Paducah
guests of. Mr. and Mrs. Harden
Giles and family. Mrs. like Adems
n°
;
11e: sew th het of roads the
went horns' with them for a Visit
State was working in the Ledger
Thompson
Alvie
Mrs.
and
Mr.
& Times last week and -our road
SINCI Mr. and Mrs. Norbert Wilkdoesn't aeem to be on that either.
.-esoi and children also
visited
. al ; A bridge is obt on our road and is
the Giles home last week.
' really dangerous and nothing is
Linda Dell King spent tht tent neing done "about it.
We %vender
week with Mr. and Min. ' Ainiu4s what has become of the
mainteiner!
Steele
•
this district «Hazen bought' and
Mrs* M
"
v41--FlIts. na ;ars- e. 11Y reallv who is boss of this strip of
Garland were Freda. (Meals of' the rend' School will start s n
Mr and Mrs, Almous Steele.
and we just hope the bridges will
B,:bby Steele visited Mr. -and be fixed by 'then.
week.
and
son
last
Mee Ora King
Gruags visited Mr.
Inet Farric. Norma Simmons. LW- ' Mrs May
to
oh. Stern and Linda King visited (.and _ Mrs Zol Swor Thursday
;Sunday.
Join Giles Tuesday afternoon

a

p:..,5-

pi„

rew,.?„,...,,

it

•-nc 4614,41.9,4,411;
,
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Dot visited. Mrs. Add Farris Friday nieht. Mr. and Mrs. Loyd
Farris of Detroit were sit in Mrs.
Farris also.
Linvilk Salmon sp. nt the
week with
H
au
ntrle:drs
s
.
.41G
me
oon.
Lisntv i14
11.•
was a guest Saturday evening in
the Linville home and Mr. and
Mrs. T. C. Smith of New Concord
were Sunday dinner guests. Herbert Robertson called Sundayafter-

4

r

L. HART

1 Horse Slzpvv tit
Princeton Aug.8-10 '-

A few wA•ks 'ago Henry Ward
George Reyes. North Thirteenth
street, has the honor of doing the in his column. "Rambling" revery first work on the physical newed my memory of telociaway
construction
of the Girl Scout Beach, near Branson, Me., and the
Cabin. He took his bulldozer Fri- pleasant vacations we have had
day and leveled a .place in the City there. That is not a park, but
Park where the cabin is to be con- a tirivaft development on the lake
structed.
Mr. Noyes added his formed by damming the White
name and contribution to the long River. It is a small lake in comlist of Murray residents who have parison with the Kentucky Lake.
made. the cabin possible for the It compares favorably in amuse- is scattered by the truck that ear.
girls of the community. He like •ments furnished, only on a small- ries dead animals througt town.
all others who have shown in- er scale, with the board walks of The obnoxious smell is scattered
terest in the project.' refused any Atlantic City. Virginia Beech, or down the streets; through' town,
pay for his valuable work . . . Daytona Beach.
and on into the country When the
•. • •
,
When we observe the unselfish co•
truck carrying the dead bodies
operation of Murray people in proThere are inviting hotels, cab- paesee. Would it be to much to
gressive movements as is the Scout ins for thoee who like housekeep- ask that such trucks be routed
work, and ethers that make Mur-. ing mixed with vacations, there around the towe, thus avoiding
ray a good place to call twine, it are pavalions for those who like the • conjested areas where the
makes one reelize that this is a to dance, golf. ter:arise , horseback traffic is heavy and, where the
place that can truly qualify as the riding, swirnfeing. - hunting, boat- truck must go slowly throuihl
ideal place to live.
• 0 •
ing, archery, croquet, games for
• • •
p the
smaller children, groceries,
Ground has been broken in the
T. A. Key. a former studezet-end and everything that one could dt- :City Park for the Girl Scout
.
pleasures.
mine, was a visitor in the office sire for the v.47
Cabin. Logs are being delivered
last week. He is employed in
with whiah the house is to be
Detroit, and was quite pleased
The success of the business built. It is hoped that the cabin
to be back' home with relatives venture is marked by the waiting will be ready for the Scouts to
and friends. He had been, to the list of patrons for seasons back. use early in September . . . Thiel
lake and was commenting on the It is a place that suits eZ:Fryone, project is a long-dreamed of realbeauties there. He expressed an those who-like privacy, yet do izeition
of
Murray
men and
opinion that agrees with home "not wish to be alone; those who WOMell.
They have wanted a
Wks arid that of J. Stephen Wet. like crowds: those who like to place for the Girl Scout orgardHighway
Commis- spend' leisure in hotels; those who zeleon to meet and to have foe
kins. State
sioner, that the lake needs de- like the life of the _cabins .
. itslewn. and now that ambitioie
veloping to ' attract the tourist These are the items that we need is about to be a reality . . . The
teade.
to: consider as far as Murray gal citizens el the 'town gave
• 017
is concerned. It does look like to this work more Man $3.000 to
• Mr. Watigs.declared last week someone- would start the building be used in -the .construction' of
in a news release that good roads of such' a center near Murray, the cabin, its furnishing. and for
can help bring Kentucky Bo and thus avoid the already over- the furthering of the work. It is
belied that - through this avenue
million dollars yearly in tourist crowded fields here. .
• • •
more leaders, assistant leader;
trade. This figure would mean
$50 - more for each man, woman,
Building is a problem. I grant and councilors' may be obtainece
Kentucky or a you. but take-ea-look around"
and child in
-Own . . . Scout work here was reseven per cent increase in per at the new business houses that organized tour years ago and the
capita income.
have gone up since last spring. membership has grown from *
•• •
Look at those in the process of half dozen to approximately 100.
. . More arid more, each yeae
increase in being built: check the new homes
secure, this
To
ameng the. girls and
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SO PEACEFUL
AND QUIET-

MUI

Aut,
Ohl
S

lot tho,e pcupic it ho want a fru tLys of wtilearned rest, the 'Brown has thelierfrct amwer!
You'll find it in the privacy and quirt -of your
in the service of courteous and
own room
efficient servants . . . in the luxury of meals
in bed ... in lazy, hours of reading, or just

DO NOT

DISTURB

taking it easy.

-OR SO GAY
AND EXCITING!

B1

On the other hand, for those people who are
the Brtt'aa inks
looking for fun and merriment
the invitation.
it
in
find
You'll
also!
answer,
the
Bluegrass
rornantic
the
in
to dine and dance
. . . in
shows
in seeing tIft, latest
Louisville's ofa1ès.5 variety of entertainment,
.from moonlight excihr5ions to Summer Opera!

A.

...

Eat.

MESON

Regardless of whether itte. reA or gaiety - you
want, there i4 everything for everyone on a weekend at the Bro,wn. Make your reservations, soon!
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lished for your information
through the courtesy of the
firms whose advertisements I -

ALL ELECTRICAL
APPLIANCES

les
7ay
of

I Hazel Cannery to
Can for Lunch Room

FISHERMEN THREE

appear on this page.

The 1-1,a.el Cannery will be open

THEY WILL APPRECIATE
YOUR PATRONAGE

Tuesday. Thursday and e'riday to
can for the public and the Hazel
High School lunch room.
people desiring to can food for
lunches to be used in lunch room,

• LOCALS
REPAIRED BY

28

limp
ted
rse
ion

ELECTRIC SERVICE CO:
The BEST Is Always CHEAPEST

iii

devas
.ta500

505 MAIN ST

PHONE 349

FARNSWORTH—NORGE—MOTOROLA

?
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the
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THIS DIRECTORY is pub

LIVE MINNOWS, FISHING WORMS
and
Everything for the
Fisherman
•

Worms Neatly and Securely Packaged

•

J. T. WALLIS & SON,Third and Main
14
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SEE
The MURRAY INSURANCE AGENCY
— For -Automobile, Casualty, Fire Insurance
and Bonding
Also ALL KINDS OF REAL ESTATE
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Offices Over Dale & Stubblefield Drug Store
PHONE 601

Mr. nd Mrs. T. A. Key and son,
'Rudy, visited his mother. Mrs. Sula
Key and her parents. Mr. and Mrs.
L. M Oupton recently. Mrs. Key
and Rudy visited.bere a week bez
fore Mr. Key arrived Sunday, July
21. They returned to Detroit Monday. Mr. Key is manager of Wrigley's Super Market there.
Mrs. Mary
Neice and
little
nse featly semertsieg se grew as. glow daughtLr and
1
Miss Willie Mae
es, istrevreen surds DOWNYFIAKE Donuts Redden, Detroit, are visiting Mr.
me rich is honesl-lo-goodn•ss nourishment
and Mrs. Sam Redden.
-totte I,ts dream donuts, too. The DOWNYMr. and Mrs. J. R. Waldrop and
FLAKE mochone makes 'am right before you
children. James. Josephine and
-1.••• and halt
Katherine of Hazel Park, Mich.,
Ste THIN AIA011 AT...
are visiting his father Tommie
Waldrop and friends and relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Morris Wilson left
Monday for Detroit for a week's
visit with Mr. and Mrs. Pink
Moody and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Lynn and
son, Don, Paducah, visited relatives here Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Kelley attended a Baby Chick convention
in St. Louis last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Clark Harris have
moved to Dyersburg, Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Parr, Jr. of
Mayfield are the parents of a son,
Barry Lynn, who was born pn
July 14. Mrs. Parr is the former
Miss Isabel Cain of Murray.
Mr, and Mrs. B. D. Hall, Mr.
and Mrs. Jim Ed
Diuguid of
Memphis were week-end guests bf
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Filbeck.

Crider's Donut
Shoppe
at the Blue Bird Cafe
Hughes Paint and
Wallpaper Co.
South Side
Square
•
Call 383

We'd Like To Be
YOUR GROCERMAN

Generous Canning
Of Peaches Urged

Groceries
Fresh Fruits
Vegetables
Meats
Hatchett's Grocery

Phone 456

•
RECAPPING and
VULCANIZING
ONE DAY SERVICF.
Tube Repair lance injuries
• Grade 1 Tires
• Used Tires
• First Line Tubes

Prescriptions A
Specialty

HALE SERVICE
STATION
East Highway

•

MURRAY LUMBER CO.

If It's ...
Building
Repair Work
Cabinets

)4.

Painting and
Decorating

.1ts 10511111 1.01SPECIICk

You Need

quart of canned peaches.
1. Select ripe fruit with a yellow
or yellow-white ground, not green.
2. Immerse peaches about 1 minute in boiling water.
3. Plunge fruit at once into cold
water
,then remove skins and
stones.

ness of the fruit.
5. Pack fruit, concave side down,
in hot sterilized jars.
6. Cover with boiling syrup, then
adjust lids according to type used.
7. Process in water bath 15 minutes, remove jars and completely
seal glass screw top jars.

The New Vacol Model "D" "Invisible"
Combination Storm and Screen Window!
It is Tomorrow's Improvement Today!
It contains 12 distinct improvemants over our wartints Victory" Model, of which many thousands are
in use and giving the ultimate In satisfaction today.
Save their eoet to
SAVED fuel:

In that wonderful postwar home you are planning
to have every comfort and convenience—a glamorous bath room, a streamlined kitchen of chromium and plastic replete with automatic equipment—a lovely living room with a new FM Radio
with Television! You deseree them and you
should have them—bat FIRSit

Make Your Home COMFORTABLE NOW
With Vacol NEW Combination
Storm and Screen Windows!

SI ding
sod e•ntr•Iled
ventilation.

Vacol Windows are a permanent installottion.
They do away with climbing ladders outside to
hang, remove, and store old-fashioned unwieldy
frames. Sashes slide on weather-strip. All sashes
easily removed and changed and cleaned from inside. Easily controlled ventilation. Storm sash in
winter will save more than half the heat lost
through single window—gives you a cleaner and
warmer home with more even temperature on
much less fuel.

.
p

Concrete Products

I

BOONE'S
SOUTH SIDE SQUARE

BOB'S S'ErVICE
STATION

Save 10 to 20
On Cash and Carry on
both Laundry and
Cleaning

—NOTICE—
LILBURN HALE now has
full charge of all repair
work. He invites all his
friends to bring their car
troubles to him.
All Work Guaranteed

SUPERIOR

For
FARM

:

BUSINESS

:

Si•ratif•I

is

WInsfl
More
emerfort' M • r e
con•en.enee Better loolrens'
•

Install the NEW Vacol Postwar Window Now! Comfort First
Phone us for a Demonstration and FREE Estimate NOW

LE. HUGHES

HOME

302 South Sixth Street
Murray, Ky.

•

OWEN CONCRETE WORKS
Phone 885

Phone 99-R

ATTENTION

Second and Elm Streets

Dodge a— Plymouth
Owners

Almo Heights, Ky.

LAUNDRY and
CLEANERS
•
Phone 44

SEED
COMPANY
—Buyers and Sellers—
ALL KINDS OF
QUALITY FIELD SEEDS
•
We Are Headquarters

PARKER

WE DELIVER

for Seed Cleaning
•

NEW LOCATION
Across Street From Murray
Stockyards
Telephone 665

Murray Auto Parts
W. F. Miller

FLOORS : WALKS : STEPS
Building Blocks
Pillow Blocks Stepping Stones

Bob's Service Station

• HEADQUARTERS FOR
Standard Parts for All Cars!

Phone 262
Authorized Representative of
Ohio Valley Terrnintz Corp.

Phenomenal catches are reported almost daily in this city which
claims the title of the -fishing mecca" of Central United States. Kentucky Lake, formed by TVA's mighty 4115,000,000 dam, borders the entire eastern side of Calloway County. The many embayments of the
streams that flow into the Tennessee River provide ideal fishing spots,
sportsmen report.

AND

Make Reservations Early At

Murray, Ky.

loprovenept
/Id
Pest Mine Cove.
thePostwar
your
YOU/WV#41/E/7Ave

Left to right, they are: Garnett Jones, Ed Diuguid. and Paul Choison. The men reported the bass weighed up to 2 1-2 pounds.

Ready Mixed Concrete

ONLY SEATING CAPACITY ,SOLD

WESTERN KENTUCKY STAGES

PHONE 7--MURRAY, KY
. Pictured above are three business men of Murray who returned from
a night and morning fishing trip to Kentucky Lake near here with 40
bass that weighed 48 pounds.

4. Simmer peaches 4 'to 6 minOne bushel of peaches wM"make
With a bumper peach crop being
utes in syrup, depending on soft- about 18-To 24 jars of canned fruit.
harvested, housewives are advised
to put up a generous supply of this
golden fruit. Easy to can in the
hot water bath, peaches will keep
without sugar, although the use of
-*even a thin syrup will give them
a more natural color, flavor and
texture, said Mrs. Pearl Haak, canning authority at the University of
Kentucky Cortege of .Agriculture
and Home Economics.
A medium syrup, generally used
for this fruit, is mad; of 1 cup of
sugar to 2 cups of water, or 2
cup sugar and 11 cup light corp
syrup to 2 cups of water. Approximately 1 cup of the prepared
syrup will be required for every

1214 West Main
Phone 375

BROOKS BUS LINE

•MNIO

OUR PLEDGE . . . To
hold in strict professional
Confidence every detail
entrusted to our care.

DontlITS

BY—

,is

(

0-0"1
Downyflake

TRAVEL TO DETROIT

100.
r
1

may bring food on either of these
three days. The cannery will open
at 8:00 a.m. No food will be accepted for processing after 2:30
pm.
Bring dish pans,- dIsb cloth, and
knives.
Please contact Mr. Parks at the
cannery letting him know the kind
and amount of food you wish to
can.

R. L. Ray

WE HAVE IT — WE WU, GET IT
— OR IT CANT HE HAD

LET US HAVE YOUR REPAIR
WORRIES

DR. J. M. CONVERSE
GRADUATE VETERINARIAN

•

Located In Calioway County Soil Improvement Association Warehouse, East Main,
beyond railroad

TAYLOR MOTOR COMPANY

TELEPHONE 560

DODGE and PLYMOUTH
SALES and SERVICE

Telephone 16
......roo•ova....mv.oemoramere

Call

DR. J. M. CONVERSE

C. M. CATHEY
367-J
201 North 12th St.

f

5.

TAXI
SERVICE

5.

Mutry Fashion
Shoppe
Ladies
Ready to Wear

PLUMBING
SUPPLIES
•
BUILDING & FARM
HARDWARE

A. B. Beale & Son
Eat. 1897

•
Phone 307-W

Telephone 64
We Deliver

Murray, Ky.

Mastet
TESTED
This scientific' instrument
tells us what's wrong when

.e

•

The Ledger & Times
"Kentucky's Leading Weekly Newspaper"

1

you bring your watch in,
and it tells you it's right
when you take it away
Faster, more economical
repairs, with printed proof
of accuracy.

Furches Jewelry
Store

DR. H. B. BAILEY, Jr.
Optometrist
at
H. B. BAILEY JEWELRY STORE

PHONE 403

• Safe Cars

Murray Consumers
Coal & Ice Co.

518 West Main Street'

•

• Experienced Drivers

WEST'S
'Ready to Wear
Dry Goods
Notions
Men's Work Clothes
West Side Square

• Prompt Service

•

• Courteous ireatment

•io..••••••••••=iwo.mba

AS NEAR AS YOUR
TELEPHONE

FRAZEE, MELUGIN & HOLTON
INSURANCE AGENTS

The Old Reliable

Automobile

138
TAXI

Telephone 331
Murray,

as

Casualty

Gatlin Building
Kentucky

"It Does Make a Difference Who Writes„our Insurance"
p....1•4411•11
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FIRST METHODIST- CHURCH
T. H. Mullins, Jr., _Minister

9:45 a.m. Sunday School
1
10:50 a.m. Morning Worship
6:30 p.m. Youth Choir Rehearsal
6:00 p.m. Methodist Youth Fellowship
7:00 p.m. Evening Worship
730 p.m. Wednesday, Prayer
Meeting
6:30 p.m. College Vespers
Max B. HOF( -Chat/than- Word- of
Stewards
E. 13, Howton, Superintendent of
Sundey School
Van D. Valentine, Secretary of
Sunday School
Miss Lula Clayton Beale, MYF
High School Counselor
Mrs. W. F. Jeffrey. Intermediate
MYF Counselor .
Mrs Rote. Smith, Junior MY1
Cuti-, •
•=.

•

9:45 a.m. Church School. W. B.
Moser, superintendent. Classes
for all age.groups.
10:55 'a.rk Morning Worship. sermon by the minister with spe. cial music each Sunday under
-easswesee
The direction of Merle T. Kes_
'
MURRAY CHUR('H OF
ler. minister of music.
Sixth and Maple Stree
6:30 pm. C.Y.F. Groups under
Charles C. Lancaster, Minister
the direction of Mrs. E L. Noel,
Jr.. student director, and Mrs. A.
B. Austin.
Bible School at 9:45 a.m.
Worship with .communlon at 7:30 p.m. Evening Worship with
sermon 'ay the minister.
10:50 a in. and 9:30 p.m.'
0
Monday: Devotional service in
basemeut of library building at 7
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
o'clock each Monday evening.
Samuel C. McKee, Postor
Bible
Wednesday: Mid- week
for
classes
with
in
p
study at 7:30
9,45 a m. Sunday School
all ages.
Weihing.e
19A1 am. Mee_
Bible Class for College Students
SINKING SPRING BAPTIST
11:00 a.m. Worship Service
CHURGH
'Sermon by pastor.
M M. Hampton. Pastor
4.30 p in. Senior High Fellowship
6:45 p.m. Westminster Fellowship
p.m. Mid-Week
10.00 am. Sunday School. Sylves- Wednesday. 8:00
Prayer Meeting
ter Paschall, superintendent.
11.00 am. Preaching Service
6.00ifpni. ST U. L. D. Warren, MEMORIAL BAPTIST CHURCH
director.
H. A. West. Pastor
7.00 p.m. Preacee- e Service
ool, Alvin
9:30 a me-Sunday
Harrell, superintenden
10:45 a.n-..-Morning worsti
7:30 p.m-Evening worship
7:00 p.m.-Group Meetings
Thesdny
2130 p.m.-W.M.S. at the Church
Wednesday
7:30 p.m.-Mid-Week Prayer Service and Bible Study
8:30 p.m.-Teachers and Officers
Meeting

1 JIOL LT

cyRisr

1 NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
HAZEL BAPTIST CHURCH
CUMBERLAND PRESBYTERIAN
11. F. Paschall. Pastor
1
CHURCH
--Clarence E. Smith. Pastor
Sunday School 10:00 a.m. each'
----Sunday. Sunday School Superin- I
Sunday School, 10 a.m
tendent, Paul Dailey.
Worship Service, 11 a.m:
Morning Worship at 11 a.m. on
Christian Endeavor, 7 p.m.
second and fourth Subdays ,each
Worship Service, 8 p.m.
month.
Prayer Meeting each WednesEvening Service at 7:45 on secday evening 8 p.m.
ond and fourth Sundays.
We will appreciate your presTraining Unions each Sunday at
ence.
1.30 p.m. Layman White, director.
A revival will begin teuetheSunW.M.U., G.A., RA. meets on
di*, in July with Evangelist Rev.
Wednesday following second and
A. D. Salisbury doing the preachfourth Sundays.
ing.
HARDIN BAPTIST CHURCH
John Stringer. Pastor
----- -Ed Ross. Church Secretary
Miss Nteletha Miller, Sunday School
Secretary
tlemer- liaoseter, Sunday -Sehael
Superintendent
Morning
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship'
Evening
7:30 p.m.
Prayer Meeting. Wed.
7:30 p.m.
Evening Worship

1

7-

FIRST BAPTIST fFIURCH
Braxton B. Sewyer, Pastor
Miss Pollie Small. Church Sec.
. Miss Dorothy- .Brizendine. Student
Secretary. Phone 75
I
i Dewey Ragsdale. Sunday School
.
Superintendent
I
Ronald Churchill, T. U. Director
..
I lirs. Eugene Shipley. WMU Pres.
Morning
9:30 a m.
.
;i Sunday School
/0.45 a.m.
i Morning worship
I
Evening
6.45 p.m.
Training Uiiion
8:00 p.m.
I Evening wpeship
a Prayer meeting. Wed. .. 8:00 p.m.

1
1

Princeton
Horse Show
BUTLER H1GH SCHOOL STADIUM
Princeton, Kentucky

• AuGusT •
8 9 10

)1

NIGHTS
ONLY

•

•

Reserved Seats, S1.00 plus tax
•

Preathine every Sunday morning at 11:00 o.clotk and on Sunday night at 7:30 o'clock.
Itebert Owen is superintendent
of Sunday School held every Sunday at. 10 00 o*cleck.
ELT U. every suneay nignt at
6:30. Clifton McNeely director, and
preaching following BTU.
Prayer nieeteig every Wednesday
Meet at 7.00 o'clock.
W M.S.' meets .on Thursday at
,and third
1.30 p in. after the first
Sunday each month.

9, wit)INT INduring hair%(-4 rush iio-r.'21=P(
iiiir‘ester
I
All-Cr.,1)
-MN and

.11„g

2. Propeller Shaft

7. Cleaning
Shoes

3. Master Safety
Clutch
11

4. Gear Box

N1I

SUMMER
"CONVENTION HEADQUARTERS"

135 ROOMS

Plumbing and Repairing

9. Conveyors

V.(

1

16 OTHER DETAILED
14
0
WORKING PARTS'

GRILL - COCKTAIL LOUNGE
RADIO - FLUORESCENT LIGHTING - ELECTRIC FANS

Beautyrest Beds - Casement Windows - Venetian Blinds
IN EVERY ROOM

SWIMMING POOL TENNIS COURTS
•
Presentation of This Advertisement

$25.1(413

Location: 3 Miles North of Daytona Beach, on U. S. No. 1 Highway
2 Miles from Ocean via Nearest Bridge

1
•

•

•

•

WRITE - WIRE - PHONE FOR RESERVATIONS
HOMER HARDESTY, Co-Mgr. - PHONE 1800
P. 0. BOX 747 - DAYTONA BEACH, FLORIDA

55

•

Super Vibrapac
Vibrated,
Duro-Plastic
Cement
Blox

KATTERJOHN CONCRETE PRODUCTS
R. 1..

si
II"''

(3 or 4 persons) Granted Upon

SPECIAL FAMILY RATE

High
Temperature
Steam Kiln
Cured

MURRAY DELIVERED PRICES - TRUCK LOTS
19 1-4c
8-inch Cinder
Limestone
White
8-inch
4-inch Cinder ....
12 3-4c
4-inch White Limestone

•

16 3-4c
9 1-2c

5.

-)FITTS & CHANDLER

Taylor Implement Co.

130 BATHS

•Itatter

For Your Plumbing
Needs Call

ALLIS.CHaLMERS

•

PLACE YOUR ORDER NOW FOR
LIMESTONE CONCRETE

,
-I .

4.1 . ,

4

•

PLUMBING
and
REPAIRING

8. Cylinder

10. Header

Will Strengthen The
Party in November

11 am.

OAK GROVE BAPTIsl
CHURCH
3. II. Thurman. Pastor

Our Mechanics Are Trained in
All-Crop Harvester Schools
Conducted by the AllisChalmers Factory

AUTHORIZED DEALER

MURRAY. •
REPRESENTATIVE.

11.1iNDI

ROSS FEED COMPANY

Phone 101
110 North Third Street

Phone 62'.1

Pitp'sr

•

"••?,- •:rum 'vors•vokatelliv•rly.r*V-vannitillenr•.
,
••••••••••"1.........ovv".
...N.-Vv7-7••••••••:•;im;i1V;

-,fv•

.
4
0

SPRING ('REEK BAPTIST
•
(HURCII
J. II. Thurman. Paster

.! 1'

5. Elevators

•

SCLV1CCS

Service

le conducted each
, ••
7

THAT COVERS THESE 10 ESSENTIALS

6. Straw Rack

PRIMARY, AUGUST 3

W A HO

Beginiane Sunday. August 4. ti
✓i7vival Meeting will be held
Pepler Spring Baptist chuirch. T`
Puetelt. pastor of U.
Rt v. J.
City &epee,church, will do • •
ixe-whine 'Brother Thommas
in charge of :
Paducah will

m

•

1. Tractor Hitch

in the

Rex ival Meeting at
Poplar Spring Aug. 4

First Sunday: 10:00 a.m. Singh,
M.irgsri Cunningham. 911
Preaching at 11.(Y
oft;'.n Vs vioa d t;te( t wiprn perintendent.
and 'Saturday before at ;:ot
a
- site e you it. break-

24-POINT CHECK-UP

UNITED STATES SENATE

•

MURRAY CIRCUIT
C. A. Riggs. Pastor

First Sunday--Goshen 11 aIrt;
Lynn Grove .3 p.m.
Second Sunday-Martins Chapel
11 a.m.; New Hope 3 p.m.
South Pleasant Grove
Sunday School at 10.00 a.m. Hub Third Sunday-Lynn Grove 11 a.m.
Goshen 3 p.m.
Erwin, superintendent.
Fourth Sunday-Sulpher Springs
Worship Service at 11.00
9:45 am.: Kew Hope 11:00 a.m.;
first and third Sundays.
Martins Chapel 3 p m.
Hazel Church
Sulpher Springs
Sunday School at 10 a m., James Fifth Sunday.
1-1 am.
E. Underwood. superintendent.
Worship Service at 11:00 a.m.,
second Sunday. and et 8:00 p.m.
PLEAeANT VALLEY ClititCH
second and fourth Sundays.
OF CHRIST
p.m.
6.00
at
Youth Fellowship
COLDWATER CHURCH OF
/
Henry Hargis. Pastor
Chapel
Maecial
I ilit14
Sunday School at 10:00 sin., first
Merritt Youngb144d. Minister
1
Sunday School...4LIO:30 am. exthird and fourth Sundays, and at
cept fourth Sunday; 1:30 p.m.
Willie
Sunday.
Day
second
pm.
Lor.fa
each
2.00
Church School
Preaching services each second
Crane superintendent.
• at 10:90 am.
Suncley'at 11 a.m.
a.m.,
:110
.
11
Worship Service at
Preaching: Second and Four'h
Preaching services each fourth
feurth Sunday. and at 3:00 pm. Sunday at 2:30 pm.
Sundey at 11:00. a.m.
second Sunday.
_
Bt. Loo's Embolic, Church
ALMO CIRCUIT
North Twelfth Street
L. R. Putnam. Pastor
,
1A Services are held each Sunday
Scheduli ef coming revival meet!is follows:
First, third, and fifth Sundeys ings:
We wish to extend to one and
I
Independence (beech
ad a very hearty' invitation to thI at 10 o'clock; second and fourth
C.-E. Boswell, Jr
a Sundays at 8 o'clock.
ree ival _services at Salem Balk
Bethel Church
Church, Lynn Grove. beginnn
July z C E floswi'l! Jr.
August 4 and continuing throuie.
BETHEL BAPTIST CHURCH
Temple 11111 Church
Pasch...
August 10. Etrof. H.
J. IL Thurman. Pastor
AL...11.st 4. E V Underhill
pastor of the Hazel Baptise churei
Brooks Chapel Church
will do the preaching.
First Sunday .200 p in. Sunday
'August 11. John E. Weir Sr.
The eftertioori -eTervice will L.
School. Peul Newton. Sup rintendRussells Chapel Church
2:30 and the evehing s'
•
Preaching at 300 pm
vie
'August 25, H. P Blankenship
vice will begin at 7:45. We ce
Thud Sunday. Sunday Scheel at
I
invited
cordially
Le
public
The
appreci:ite you coming and e
10 00 a in. Preaching at 11 00 a.m.
to atterid all services
hope and pray that you might e
-0 led 630 pm.
---- -ceive a 1,1. -sing from the Lord.
SUGAR CREEK CHURCH
T. T. Crebtr_ee_. Pastor
Boron Richerson, Pastor,

ALL-CROP HARVESTER
... a Ready ett

OUR TRAINED MECHANIC IS READY
TO GIVE YOUR ALL-CROP A

"!;;•=z21111
0
"
.
1010111
"Milr1
:
111111rnia."-..••••.....
':
.
.,-=kaz 41:7"7::

.'TWIL;••••MUMIMAII2
••••••••• -

---• ,

- s.

_
'7'.11•Proll•IIEWIONIN10110•111MaridIPIVold4r4r.AJACivi",••••114.)

....11:400•Jinlia'"......A••=t,'W".:•ef',1•6
1

,••• •

•
- •

•

•

•)
41.

S
.

•

1

•

for

cliiRtsr

CHURCH
A. G. Childers, Pastor

BE SURE YOUR

•

THU

HAZEL CIRCUIT METMODIST

•••

(1;

The recordings will be used for
entertainment and for musical aleproclasses, request
predation
grams and musical instruction for
individual and group veteran-pa.
tients. The recordings were selected for the types of hospitals in
which they will be used.

JOHN YOUNG BROWN • • • • CI

COLDWATER CHURCH OF
MEETING
--HARDIN CIRCUIT
A series of gospel meetings will
Henry Smith, Pastor
begin Sunday. August 4, at 3 p.
m. at Coldwater Church of Christ.
First Sunday: Palestine, il:00 Bro. Perry Cotham will conduct
a.m.; Hardin. 7 p.m.
the services through the following
Second Sunday: Olive, 11:00 a.m.; week.
Union Ridge, 300 p.m.
All are invited to attend.
Third Sunday, at Hardin 11:00
a.m; Palestine, 3 p.m.
In Perry county, 1,600 packages
Fourth Sunday: Dexter, 10:00
of garden seed and 260 pounds of
and Union Ridge, 11:15 rti.m.
sweet corn seed were distributed
Everyone is invited.
among 4-H club members.

F.

General Admission, 50c plus tax

gram.

A VOTE FOR

The Revival for Goshen Methodist church begins Sunday, August 4 --Rev. M. S. Sanford, pastor of
Schoolfield Memorial Church of
Memphis. Tenn., will be the visittine minister.
The public is cordially invited to
attend these service's and worship
with us.
C. A. Riggs, pastor

Re% i% al at Salem
Church Aug. 4-1()

NIGHTS
ONLY

cords, ranging from classical, selections to barber shop ballads, are
being sent to Veterans Administration hospitals and homes to form
the basis of musical libraries under
the new VA Special Services pro-

The annual revive' meeting of
Spring Creek.Baptist Church will
begin Sunday. August 4, at 11 a.m.
,Rev. Edd Taylor, Wingo, Ky.,
the man who helped last year, will
du the preaching beginning Sunday night. The pastor will preach
Sunday at 11 o'clock.
Services daily at 2 p.m. and 7:45
p.m. The public is cordially invited to attend these services. _
J. H. Thurman, Pastor

I

Third Annual

1
1

Sunday School at 10:00 a m. tact
Sunday. Allen Wells. superintendent.
Morning Worship at 11:00 a.m
each Sunday.
Training Union at 6:00 p.m. each
Sunday. Alfred Williams. director.
Evening Worship at 7:00 p.m.
each Sunday.
W. M.U. meets every set-end and
fourth Wednesday at 2:00 p.m.
R.A.'s. G.A2s, and Sunbeams meet
on second and fourth Wednesday
night.

Spring Creek Revival Classics To Ballads
To Begin August 4
Thousands of phonograph re-

Revival at Goshen
Church Begins Aug. 4

KIRKSEY CIRCUIT
11. P. Blankenship, Pastor

First Sunday--teirksey 11 a.m.;
Cole's Camp Ground 3 p.m.; Mt.
Behroreli30_p.m.
Second S hilay-Cold Watet
a m.; Mt. Carmel 7:30 p.m.
Third Sunday--Mt. Hebron 11
a.m.; Kirksey 7:30 p.m.
Fourth Sunday_Mt. Carmel 1/
a.m.; Cole's Camp Ground 3 peree
Coldwater 7:30 p.m.
There is Church School at each
of these churches at 10 a.m. every
ELM GROVE BAPTIST CHURCH Sunday. Your attendance is appreciated.
W. B. Cone. Pastor

Pennyrile's Top Horse Show For 1946!

-

-r-

•

FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Robert E. Jarman. :41ntster

IlkIF•••///.
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PORTER SERVICE
STATION
CITIES SERVICE GAS and OIL
TIRE and BATTERY SERVICE
103 East Main Street
PORTER CHiLCUTT and D. C. STONE

PAGE FIVII

FARMERS TRACTOR &
IMPLEMENT CO.

PHONE 41,74,4
1 ;;;;R,

Sales

JOHN DEERE

FARM MACHINERY and EQUIPMENT

— PHONE 983 —

— PHONE 33 —

CLIP THIS PAGE!

SUPERIOR LAUNDRY AND
DRY CLEANERS

RILEY FURNITURE & APPLIANCE
COMPANY
AUTHORIZED KELVINATOR DEALER

NOW you can relax
once again. Now you
can sit comfortably in
an armchair at home
and shop conveniently
for many things you
need by simply 'telephoning. Now you can
again secure the services you need by using
your phone. That's the
purpose of this page of
Phone Numbers to remember. Clip it, file,
use it. Save time. It's
convenient to phone for
what you want.

Rupert Outland —Proprietors-- Burie Waldrop
PROMPT — RELIABLE
— PHONE
.44 —

JAKE DUNN SERVICE STATION
Stiti mud Main
Murray, Ky.
SHELL GAS and OIL

Service

•

— PHONE 409 —

Stoves and Refrigerators
107 SOUTH FOURTH
— PHONE 587 —

MELUGIN SERVICE STATION
COLLEGE CAMPUS
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
— PHONE 404 —

PHONE
YOUR
NEEDS

Heating and Sheet Metal Work

FREED COTHAM
-- PHONE 661 ----

WILSON & LAWRENCE

BOATWRIGHT & COMPANY
Wholesale Grocers
— PHONE 123 —

TAXI

USED CARS
BOUGHT and SOLD
201 Mafde Street,

FRAZEE, MELUGIN & HOLTON
FIRE

PHONE 138

It

— PHONE 150 —

INSURANCE AGENTS
: CASUALTY : ,AUTO

Does Make a

Difference

Who

Writes

Your

Insurance"

— PHONE 331 —
•

Prompt
Courteous
Service

DIXIE DRY CLEANERS
Thomas H. Crider, Owner
Murray, Ky.
CALI. FOR AND DELIVER
Cleaning—Firessing—Dyeing—Altering

WAYNE FEEDS and BABY CHICKS
D. D. T.
:
WEED KILLER

MURRAY HATCHERY

•

"To Please Yott Will Please Me-

Murray, Kentucky

Hill & Cohoon

— PHONE 768 —

— PHONE 336-J —

ELECTROMODE ELECTRIC HEATING

OSBRON Sr MASON
Grocery and Service Station

WEST KENTUCKY ELECTRIC

WATCH FOR THE DATE OF OUR
OPENING
in Our New Merchandising Plant

MURRAY CONSUMERS

COMPANY
105 NORTH FOURTH STREET

CALLOWAY COUNTY LUMBER CO.

BEST GRADES WEST KENTUCKY

— PHONE 1087 —

— PHONE 72 —

— PHONE 64 —

MURRAY AUTO PARTS

PARKER'S GARAGE

AUTOMOTIVE REPLACEMENT PARTS
YOUR N. A. 1'. A. JOBBER

MCRRA)'S ()EDE:- I
NASH SALES and SERVICE
General Repair

a.

COAL and ICE CO.

— PHONE 760 —

MUNDAY'S SERVICE STATION
OPEN 24 HOURS

:

WRECKER SERVICE

Standard Products

— PHONE 16 — -

THE MURRAY NURSERY, FLORIST
AND GIFT SHOP

VETERAN OPERATED
PLATES : SANDWICHES : DRINKS
-)411-West Main Street

800. Olive Street
•
Plants for All Locations
Flowers For All. Occasions
-•
"
—PHONE 364 —

— PHONE 397 —

TAYLOR IMPLEMENT & MOTOR

STREET
500 FOURTH
7 --- PHONE 188-J —

H. E. JENKINS

HATCHETT'S GROCERY

HOT POINT APPLIANCES : WINKLER STOKERS
SHEET METAL : FURNACES : OIL BURNERS

Fresh Meats,. Fruits, Vegetables
VE

A .1.1) LIKE TO BE Y0131( GROCER

Plumbing and Heating Contractor

— PHONE 375

— PHONE 498 —

DES6TO - PLYMOUTH

LONG'S BAKERY

COMPANY
Allis Chalmers : Dpdge and Plymouth
SALES and SERVICE
Fourth and Poplar Slree-ts

FLOWERS and GIFTS FOR ALL OCCASIONS

— PHONE 373 —

— PHONE 9118 —

TOMMY'S LUNCHEONETTE

MRS. A. 0. WOODS

CAKES : PIES : BREAD : ROLLS

:\lurra . Nv.

SHROAT BROTHERS

SALES and SERVICE
_Wheel Aligning

MEAT MARKET

CABLE MOTOR COMPANY

Best Grade Meat

South Fifth Street '
— PHONE 79 —

— PHON,E 890 —

— PHONE 485 —

— PHONE 214 —

‘...115•111.111111MOINVIRMIPWEI11111111141110
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(hall. Mr. and Mrs. Rudolph IC,a !
and daughter Doi-tithe. Mr. and
' Mrs. Gaylen Morris and children, I
Lavern Morris Honored
Holley.
Gwinnavee and Gaylon
Friends and relatives gather
and Mrs. Douglas Vandyke
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. orie
children, Willodene and JerMorris Sunday. July 28. to honor a
and Mrs. Glynn Orr and
Jheir son. Lavern Morris who was! ry:
Gela. Mr. and Mrs Howrecently discharged from the U.S. , daught
Me and Mec Maburn
Navy. At noun a basket lunch I ard Morn
bier, Barbaei. Mr:
• Key and d
WS spread on the lawn.
Those present were Mr. and Mrs. I and Mrs. Fr ces Deering and
Erma Dunn.
Terry Morris and daughter Zipora. o -n, Milford. M
Mr. and Mrs. Odie Morris and-, Mrs.-Anna Gray 3- ord Orr. Mr.
iston and
children. Martha. Rama and Wit- and Mrs. Curtis M
Mrs.
ham: Mr and Mrs. Charles Mor- • baby Mary Ellen. Mr.
ris. Thomas Richardson. Mr. and Orie Morris and children. FranMrs George Jenkins and daugh- cea Lavern and Christine. Mr. nd
ter Hilda. Mr and Mrs. Mortis Mra. Leanda Wimberly and clan
Jenkins. Mr. and Mrs. Oman Pas- ter. Nelda. Mr. ineMrs. Coy Kuy7

North Fork N ws

DISK PLOWS
for FARNIALL
TRACTORS

Mr and Mrs. J. P. Wicker have
News' Dewey Ragsdale Is
Taylors Store News Lassiter Hill News moved into their home which they Kentucky Bell's
Buchanan News
Given A Run For
bought in Paducah.
_—
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Danbert of
and Mrs Ambry Latimer ,
Money
Mr. and Mrs. Rupert Sanders Crops are looking good ' round Mr. children
Ruse
recently
Wicker
Betty
Detroit are 'visiting relatives and! His
returned to their

and daughter. Jeane. shopped in here but soon will need rain. We and
I spent a week with her grand- friends in Murray.
•
have been blessed with a good ,ea- home in Detroit Friday after a ,
Mayfield. Saturday.
rents Mr. and Mr. Odie Morris:
celebria4 her a Dewey Ragsdale was being given
Thorn
Ann
Mary
.
in
relatives
with
visit
wetit..s
two
has
Mr .and Mrs 'Kenneth Vaughn son so far. Must all the hay
L Betty Latimer /pent Friday mornfor his money Monday, Toes-4
third birthday Wedenaday, July, 24. a run
and Mr. and Mrs. Bill Simmons been taken care of. It will soon Tennessee.
I ing with Martha and Rama Morday and Wednesday. when a reMrs.
Bucy,
Everette
Mr. and Mrs.
be time to cut tobacco. A let of
Mr. and Mrs. Odie Morris and ris.
shopped in Parrs Friday.
from the Ledger & Times
H. porter
Miss Shirley Hutson spent. last suckers are ready for pulling. I family. Mr. and Mrs. Charles Mar- - Willie Turpin visited Tad Latimer Johnnie Simmons and son E.
upon him in .the circuit
called
and uncle Bud Todd attended the
Thursday night with Me 'and Mrs. ' think everybody has sprayed for ris. visited Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Thursday.
..
clerk's office. Those were
court
Monthe worms ... hope they won't get Wicker of Paducah, Saturday.
Bill Simmons.
Mrs. Bobbie Richardson of De- funeral of Bro. Garvin Curd
the last three days in which to
treat returned to her home Sunday day afternoon at Hazel.
Mr. and Nits. Glenneth Wise- bad.
purchase 1947 driver's license be- *.
Mrs Hullon Byars is ill.
.
Al and Mary Daubert, Albert, fore the expiration date of the old
hart and son and Miss Catherine
A good revival was reported at
Ted Latimer has been suffering after a visit lasith Mr. and Mrs.
I severely after having some teeth Charles Morris.
Jeane Sanders, spent Saturday 1 south Pleasant Grove last week
Bea, Joe Pat. and Estelle Stone ones, July .31.
night with Mr. and Mrs. Vernerd ii A revival is in progress at Sink. drawn last week.
Mrs. D. B. Byars gathered from I enjoyed a nice trip Monday afterTuesday at noon, Mr. ftagsdala
Vaughn and family.
. :rig Springs this week. The Rev.. - Mrs. Hue Walton Foster and son one row in her garden. cucum- , noon to the lake fishing.
and his four deputies had sold
d
1
.
pickle!.
h
rsro
f
orer53cq uaarrittsonos
fv
aM hanes is assisting the pastor. visited last week in the home of beG
Miss Elias Bucy of Buchanan 4 2500 new operator's licenses.
• • 4
children were Saturday night call- Bro Hampton. Large crowds are Mr ti/I d Mrs. Noiten Foster_
w - r:visiting_asfew.days with her brothee
a snatk
.
•
d
,if Mr and
- .d Elton
reported attend ing.
tyte Bucy and Mrs. Bucy
I Mr. and Mrs. Oche Morris and weeks agia captured .
f, E
donia Sunday. They spent part of
c 'ldrrn.
1 Bro. J . H. Thurman filled his family will remain on the Dr. Ora longer than an average man. The of Murray
the time with Mr. and Mrs. Elmus
revival meetings at Buchan- I regular appointment at Oak Grove Mason farm for the 1947 crop.
snake
had swallowed a grown
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Daubert, Mr.
Mitchell and family. Mr. Mitchell
an 3. hodist Church and Blood , church last Sunday.
squirrel.
children,
I Brent Flood lost two nice calves
and Mrs. G. L. Stone and
improved —Kentucky
much
Is
We- are sorry to report that the
River ar in . progless this week. I Mr. and Mrs.. Grover Wade of last week. It is reported they
The- revis 1 meeting at Mt. Sinai Detroit. Mcch . are visiting '
'ne d sontuardnaya visitedndS uedaiyn. Bell
1 04- . drank water that tobacco spraying brick plant at Puryear, TTenn.,. par
, Sa
rilrsi.s.RT
exetnnS"
will begin third tives and friends here.
•Baptist Chu
burned Sunday night.
I cloths had been washed in.
The Stone family enjoyed a homePrint Finishing and'
Rev. Burtus , Mrs. Sammie Miller has return- I j5flii: Caraway, daughter of
Mrs Boyce Wicker visited Mr. coming with their mother .
Sunday in Au st.
ma will be the ; ed to her home in Royal Oak. mr. and Mrs. Pat Caraway. .re- Wicker's relatives in Paducah re- grandmother. Mrs. Annie Stun - . .
Fair of North Ca
Developing
helper - -Brownie'
Mich. after a month's stay with cently received a broken collar cently. --Blue Bird
Coldwater.
; her mothsr. Mrs. Tom Wilkerson bone when she fell from a swing.
Mr and Mrs. Everette Bucy. Mr.
styken- who recently underwent a major
Mrs. Bula Flood and children
The Chaplain Homemakers' Club Johnnie Simmons and grandchild
kendall. Lena and Ethel
203 SOUTH SIXTH ST.
: operation at a Mayfield hospital. I visited Mr. and Mrs. Brent Flood in Nelson county raised $54 for the Mary Ann Thorn, made a trip to
dall.
Phone 387
' Marvin Lassiter has Ruff and Monday.
their old home place at Macecancer drive.
Wilburn Spann employed in fix 1 —
.Miss Hilda Jenkins is at ho
with her. parents. Mr and Mrs. ing concrete foundations under his
cco barns.
George Jenkins after being ems Dallas Lassiter has recovployed in Washington. D C. for the I
rom a spider bite, suffiered
past year.
o be a visitor in the
Mrs. Elmer Paschall is ill with 'ciently
rthur laassiter one day
home of
One 85-acre farm quarter mile from North Pleasant
malaria. .
One 60-acre farm located near Midway. 10 acres of
to attend cluirrch at
Mr. and lairs. Bardon Nance and last ;:iseek a
Nyell of water, a very Grove. Sixty acres of this farm has been limed and phosfine
good
well
timber,
improved,
ndriason Billy spent the week-end in , Oak Grove
phated and 30 acres is under new hog fence. All improveSpann attend- productive soil and a farm you will be interested in.
Mr and Mrs.
Jackson with Mr. and Mrs. J. B.
are in good state of repair, and is an ideal farm and
ments
Fork
t
North
servicea
ed revival
One 83-acre farm located betWeen Kirksev and BrewIrvin
on school bus and mail route.
located
County,
Ty
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Wicker and Baptist church in
ers. Four room house, fine well of water, nice orchard,
25-acre farm unimproved, located near New
One
relatives neat I Tenn.. last Friday nigh
daughter visited
and priced to sell.
glad to
Hope church on Concord highway. Beautiful building
Friends and relatives a
North Fork for the past few weeks
One 40-acre farm located near eherrv BR ntist Church. site, and 15 acres of fine Creek bottom land. If you ar,i
and has returned to their home in hear that Mrs. George Jone is imWell
a
improved and very, productive soil. When you see interested in a small farm and want to improve it accordajor
having
after
proving
I
Jaokson. Tenn. Sunday.
Houston - McDe it the crop now growing on this farm, you will be convinced
at
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Orr and operation
ing to your own ideals, this is an exceptional value.
that it is a good buy. See this one quick if you are indaughter Patricia. Mr and Mrs. Hospital _a -Guess Who"
One 90-acre farm near Owens Chapel on Penny road.
anti son. Paul
Vester Paschall
rested in a nice farm.
farm is well improved, fine well of water, creek waThis
Lindy. Mrs Lula Orr visited Mr.
\ One 90-acre farm. 12 acreit in good timber. 52 acres ter for stock, 30 acres fine bottom land, on school bus
and Mrs Herbert Orr Sunday.
in 0.4iss. This farm has all been limed and phosnhated route and can be purchased at a bargain.
Mr and Mrs Uric Kuykendall
Fairdealing Christian -church held and iS4ermed as one of the finest farms in
Calloway
and son Preston. Mr and Mrs.
a protracted meeting near here last County.\ This farm is located two miles north of Murray.
Virgil Paschall. Mr and Mrs ZelCITY PROPERTY
week
na Orr, Mr and Mrs Adolphus
One! 0-acre farm located 4 miles east of New Conhome near Catholic church. Hardbrick
modern
One
\
of
daughter
The
eight-yehr-old
Paschall and Winna Kay. Max. and
fronlake
has
considerable
and
cabinets, modern bath, elechighway,
T.\
.
on
kitchen
cord
Nelson
was
beautiful
Bert
and
Mrs.
floors,
Ms.'
wood
A. T Paschall. Arlin P-aschall, Mrs.
visiting her sister. Mrs. Dora Brook tage. This fa
can be purchased at a very low price and tric hot water heater, full basement, five rooms and bath
Joy Orr and baby visited at Elmer
near Charleston, Mo.. when she be- easy terms.
on first floor and one large room upstairs—Lot 75 by 250.
Paschall's Sunday..—..••-•
came seriously ill She was moved
One 114-act farm located one mile north of Pur- This is a nice modern home and one that would make anyJenkins.
Morris
Mn and Mrs
to the home of her sister, Mrs.
well improved, nice home, nice out- one happy to own.
Love Key. Gwinnavee
Dorothy
year. This farm
Hester Hunt of Paducah, where she
Morris. Hilda Jenkins and Milford
ick brooder house, fine well of waincluding
buildings
One nice 7-room brick home with basement near Colis slowly improving
Orr were supper guests of Mr and
will grow clover as it has been lege. This home has hardwood floors, beautiful cabinets,
ter. Most of this far
last
baled
week.
hay
Dave
Collie
Mrs. Douglas Vandyke, Friday.
d is very Productive soil. This 5 rooms downstairs and 2 rooms upstairs completely finBert Nelson made some tobacco limed and phosphated,
Gela
Dolores Wicker visited
sticks for Oscar Lovett last week. farm has 5.2 acre tobacco ase. This farm is well fenced ished. Lot 100 by 320 feet. This property can be purand
night
Wednesday
Orr
Brown
The reports are there are thou- and one you will like whe
-ou see it.
chased it a bargain and when you look it over and we give
Thursday.
of
sands
of
rottomatoes
bushels
is
Jenkfarm
you the price, you will agree with us.
,Gwinna Vee Morris. Hilda
One 180-farm in Blood iyer bottom. This
ting in the fields.. run-and
water
One 10-room house near South 12th Street. Two cornins. Willoderie Goforth. Dolores
of
well
highway/4i
W.P.A.
on
located
Mr 'and Mrs. Thomas Nelson
Wicker were supper guests of
procorn
5-room apartments with baths upstairs and down,
plete
fine
the
and her brother. Floyd Henson. ning water for stock. This is o e of
Dorothy Key Thursdajy.
you are interest- hardwood floors, concrete foundation and can be purchasif
nd
y,
Calloway_Count
in
farms
ducing
of
Mrs.
were
her
guests
mother.
Gela Brown Orr. Winna Kay
Raymond of Mayfield last week.
ed in a fine farm. see the crop growl g on this farm and it ed at a very reasonable price. This is a home any service
Pasch:ill. Dolores Wicker were supThomas Nelson was wishing in will convince you jt is highly productive.
, man can afford to buy, and the rent on one apartment
Friday.
Key.
guests ol Barbara
-- I
the lake near Jeffrey Spjringa rewill more than make his payments.
on
--Blondie •
Concord
One 149-acre farm 6 miles southr,st of
cently and caught a catfish that
One 4-room house on South 12th Street near Poplar.
30
timber,
in
e
11%
bale'
cleared,
acres
90
highway.
T.V.A.
Weighed 13 pounds. It was the
e with base- Lot 105 by 200 feet. This property is priced to sell and
largest fish his 64 years ever saw. acres fine bottom land. One nice new h
at the price.
The lake seems to be a resort for ment, also one tenant house, fine stock barb, well water will 'tell quick
One 10-room house on North Fourth Street. Four
fishing and pleasure-making in and considerable lake frontage. This farm e,an be purfor $85.00 per month, and furgeneral.
chesed at a surprisingly low figure. This holne is also apartments are now renting
Possession on this propowner.
for
quarters
There Is not much fruit here but
living
nishing
conall
and
system,
lighting
Delco
fine,
with
e4uipped
the women are busy canning somedate of purchase. This
from
days
30
in
had
be
can
erty
veniences.
thing Mrs Bettie Nelson has canOne 100-acre farm located :3 miles southwest o ,,ynn property is price to sell.
ned 130 quarts--several jars of apOne modern brick hOme on North 6th Street complete
ples. mustard. kraut.' catsup, and Grove. 20 acres in timber, 600 peach trees and 90 a ple
with bath, basement, furnace, and garage. This is one of
beans trees. The fruit trees on this farm are worth the purchase
Seems I have
berries.
the nice small homes in Murray and, a rare opportunity
enough planted around here to can price. If you are inferested in purchasing a 100-acre far
that you have to purchase such proptrty.
100 quarts when they come in.
at a low figure, then you want to see this one.
Sunday School at Pleasant Hope
One 4-room house on Olive Street which is now vs.
adjoining
bottom
One 215-acre farm in Clarks river
Baptist church every Sunday at 10
This property is priced to sell at once.
t.
c
-Murray. This farm is highly productive and
a m. preaching. fourth Sunday at the city of
,
5-room new and ,modern home on South Ninth
One
every
acre
per
corn
of
barrels
fifteen
will produce ten to
11 am
hardwood floors, lot 65 by 250, paved
beautiful
,
Stre
Mra Maggie Aston McNab has year. If you are interested in a fine bottom farm that ,
sewerage, and a beautiful home. Possession can
nied to her home after visiting will produce sufficient to pay for the land in 3 years time, street,
will be impressed with this home.
30 days.
be had
elatives here She is the daughter this is the farm you have been waiting for.
One odern 5-room house on South Ninth Street. Lot
of Sanders Astorttsborn and reared
One 430-acre farm located near Midway, one quarter
home, well constructwhere the new Maple Spring school
of a mile from Hazel highway. This is an ideal small 65 by 252., This is a very attractive
house is to be built
productive. If ed and is p?isced to sell without a doubt.
highly
and
good
improvements,
with
farm
Hogs seem to be scarce here.
One 5-rnfrm house with bath on South 14th Street.
good soil, this is whatl.
Dave and James Collie have seven you want ft farm well located and all
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REAL ESTATE FOR SALE!
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Maple Springs News

Disk plows to fit Farman Tractors?_Sure. we have them!
And they are might, fine plows. top. Long-la_sting. goodworking. compact units that connect directly to the tractor and are easy to handle.
These plows come in 1 and 2-disk sizes for the smaller
Farmalls A. B and B!s;) and in 2 and 3-disk sizes for
Farmalls H and M. All of them base full-size 26-inch
disks and turn a neat furrow. Ample adjustments are provided for maintaining the desired cutting angle. Powerlift control makes it'easy to raise and lower the disks.
Come in and examine these plows the next time you are
in town. We'll beglad to tell 'oil all about them.
Contour farming saves productive soil. Use your Fensterl
disk plow to build and maintain terraces.
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Arruza..,ctun LESSONS

If4y.i have a financial problem that is troubling you,
why not come in, perhaps we can work out a solution to
your difficulties.

Peoples Savings Bank

•

' , One #-roont house and hath with furnace South 16th
. house. This can be -purchasell at a real bargain.
One 103-acre farm 3 miles southeast of Murray -near Street. This is a beautiful tiptoe, hardwood floors, plenty
Locust Grove church. This farm is exceedingly well im _, of closets and modern throuighkut.
Mrs Maggie McClellan of Pike
One 5-room home with bath., located on Pine Street.
house, 2 good tobacco barns, 8county saved a considerable' sum Proved; one nice 8-room
is a lovely small home whichr\an be purchased worth
This
and
creek
of
well
water,
when she put to use some of the stall stock-, barn shedded, fine
the money. See this one.
•,
Information learned in the Free- pond stock water. This is a very fine farm, and a home
n
large lot and can
One 6-roOm house on Olive Stret,
burn Homemakers: Club. Using you would enjoy. Owner is leaving the farm is -the only
be used very conveniently as a duple
dry suds, she cleaned a three-piece reason
all.
at
purchased
can.
be
farm
this
,
. .
One nice 5-room house. Bath, newly decorated inivinv elm suite. 'tang oom rug
One 83 1-2 acre fafrn near South Pleasant Grove.
Frayed
an' several scatter rugs
on a good highway, 5.- side and out, close in on South 4th - Street, This is a lovely
and
improved
well
is
farm
This
edges were repaired with a special
room house, good stock barn 30 by 32 feet, 5-acre tobacco little home fol. small family,, and can he purchased worth
glued tape.
\
base and line is being run for electric lights. This farm the money.
\
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mile
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1
One 40-acre farm
multitude of needs.
acres in timber, 30 acres in grass. 1 mile from church and and lots not listed in this ad. Therefore, if' ou are in2.9 acre tobacco base. This farm has not been terested in acquiring any kind of property, we would apOrder of References school,
cultivated for several years, and is highly productive ;•and i preciate your calling at our office and giving u. informas.steIdf we sdE
re
. hwort‘
re
l egetwite.
olnilIN
ITeyiotuw
Calloway Circuit Court
would be an ideal farm for a service man, as it is pricecrtion as tyOotyloaurredienstiere
Masiin M Paschall et al. Plaintiffs.
i
to sell.
VS • ORDER OF REFERENCE
One 63-acr. farm located 1 mile 'South of Perry's would be glad to you call its and advise with you as`to the
Bell Z Paschall et al. Defendants
line. This farm is well improved and has possibilities of selling your property and what we\feel
It is °Meted that this cause -be Store on, State
trees., consisting of peach, apple, pears would be a reasonable price.
fruit
considerable
Master
Hart,
George
to
referred
If you are interested in building a new home we h
quarter mile from church, and on a
located
take
to
cherries;
and
Court,
this
Commissioner of
one hundred beautiful building lots located in di
over
purchased
be
can
estate
and
school bus route, fine well of water
proof (if claims against the
f
ferent sections of the city, we would be glad to show you.
,,f J Mat Paschall. dec'd., and all 1 at a bargain.

le's keeping pace with tf;/'tinries. The farmer has
risen in the estimation of his countrymen. He is enjoying
the better things of ly.e. He is a real business man now
and he has found ,oi.it he can have many things he could
not have 1-ieforby talking to,his banker.
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head and Sam Neilsen has Dee- you have been waiting for.
is priced
One 4-acre tract, well improved. Electric lights, near: state of repair. Lot 75 by 250. This property
Some fine shoats are ready
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convinced
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when
and
sell
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interested
for butchering.
city limits on Lynn Grove highwkay. If You are
I can hardly wait for Friday to in
nice, home with small acreage, this is the best bargain value.
bring me the Ledger and Timer
26 bea.utiful bnilding lots in Cloverdale Heights on
we have ever. 'offered.
The Brooks Chapel column alvsays
miles southwest of Kirksey, the south side of Sy more. If you are planning a new
1-2
2
farm
90-acre
One
has a thrill for me
25 fruit trees, 2 miles to home, you should see hese lots, as they are priced from
Some cotton here and some pop- well improved, good well water,
church and 2 1-2 miles,to high school, or will sell 70 acres $200 up.
corn and all is looking fine
ith basement and furnace, on
,
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'-a
Mrs Katie Neleort was shopping With all imbrovernents.
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